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Bibles
Bibles
(All KJV, others available on request )
Bible plus EGW Books, All in One $70 Conflict of the Ages series, plus Steps to Christ, Thoughts From the Mount of
Blessing, and Christ’s Object Lessons.
Compact Bible $35- 10x12.5cm, bonded leather, conc., maps. ($45 snap)
EGW Study Bible Large Print, 2 Colour $90 – EGW comments, bible studies, concordance, black. Mission Publishing.
EGW Vision Study Bible - Wide Margin $100 - Black leather, space for notes. Everlasting Gospel Publishing Assoc.
EGW Remnant Study Bible $100 - Black leather, space for notes, Remnant Publishing.
Giant Print Reference Bibles from $32 23x15cm Imit. Leather, words of Christ in red, end of verse references,
concordance, maps
Gift and Award Bible $11 - 18x13.5cm Attractive Bible, imit. leather, dict., conc., pres page, various colours
New Testament $6 – 11x5cm 450 pages
New Testament + Psalms - $11 – 11x5cm
(Both of the above imitation leather)
Pocket Bible –$42 - Our smallest complete Bible 7.5cm x 11.25cm. Imitation leather, pres. Page, ribbon – great for the
pocket!
Super Giant Print $65 paperback, 18pt
Ultra slim Bible (Thin) - $32 - 15.5 x 23.75cm, large print, leather flex, reference
Other formats, covers, colours and features are available, just ask us!

Bible Stories
Bible Story, The - 10 volume set by Arthur Maxwell $250
Best Stories from the Best Book J White $15 - The story of salvation from Eden lost to Eden restored.
Bible Stories to Read $9.50 Each story corresponds with a picture to colour in the Bible Pictures to colour Book (pg 5)
Christ our Saviour - E G White $11 - (Adapted Desire of Ages for Children).
My Bible Friends – Now in 5 books, the same 20 stories from the previous 10 book set. $100
Psalm 23 for Children (SL) $5 - Giant Print, the meaning of the psalm explained for children.
Story of Jesus, The – Ellen White. $14 Giant print book of stories on the life of Jesus. Desire of Ages for
Children. Study Guide & Schedule $10
The Story of Joseph – J Edson White $11.50 Children’s book on Joseph’s life.
Ten Commandments for Parents and Children, The (SL) $12 Giant print and includes sticker.
Twelve Portraits, The (SL) $15 - An in depth study of each of the twelve disciples with special emphasis on their
character.
Tithes, Offering and Time (SL) $3.50 - Explanation in Child’s language.

Cases
Some vinyl, some material, from $20 to $34, just ask what we have in stock.
Jesus' names (leather colour vinyl), Eagle (navy), Fish (black), Lighthouse (burgundy), Noah (navy), Vine (black)

CDs & DVDs
Bible on DVD
The KJV Bible on DVD read by Stephen Johnstone, grammy award winner and master narrator of the Bible since 1980.
You can view the open pages of the Bible as they are read out to you, and select your starting book and chapter,
through various playback modes. Includes a library of photographs of the Bible Lands.
- Old Testament and the New testament are on separate DVDs, $15 each
Bibles in audio format can be downloaded free off the internet, but contact us if you would like to purchase
a quality recording by a well-known reader. Bible non-dramatized, no music background, read by Alexander
Scourby. On CD $150

Reference
SDA Bible Dictionary -$90 - Supplementary info. concerning individuals, countries, objects and concepts in the Bible.

Strong’s Handy-size Exhaustive Concordance -$25 page size reduced
Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance -$25 With Hebrew and Greek Dictionaries
Strong's Concise Concordance $12 - English words only
Treasury of Scripture Knowledge R A Torres $ 25 Cross-references for almost all bible texts (over 500,000 entries).

General Religious A-J
1844 Made Simple-Clifford Goldstein $19 - A clear understanding of the defining event of the Advent movement.
1889 Camp Meeting Sermons-A.T Jones, E.G. White & others $18
1895 Third Angel’s Message-A.T Jones $20 Covers Christ’s nature, image to the beast, and Righteousness by faith.
70 Weeks, Leviticus, Nature of Prophecy- By F.B Holbrook $34 An Exegetical study of Daniel and Leviticus.
ABC’s of Bible Prayer-Glen Coon $18
Altar Call - Hanz Feschutz $32 Clearly explains the sanctuary services & answers questions to the way we relate to God
& Salvation.
Answers to Prayer -$9 Experiences of George Mueller, extracts of his narratives.
Antichrist Chronicles Steve Wohlberg $12 Reveals a present Antichrist who has been around for centuries and is about
to reveal himself in a way that will take the religious world by surprise.
Articles from the Day-Star White & others $9 Facsimile of the early Advent paper, The day Star, containing letters and
articles by early Advent believers.
At Jesus Feet - $5 – Small edition – Doug Bachelor
All Love Excelling - John Bunyan $13 This treatise on Ephesians 3:18 & 19 is intended to produce those who sweeten
churches, bring glory to God and religion.
Active Faith-Ralph Reed $10 How Christians are changing the soul of American politics. Understand what “Christian
conservatives” are seeking.
Alpha and Omega of Apostasy, The Julius Gilbert White $10 Don’t be deceived, many will depart from the faith to
follow doctrines of the Devil.
Angels, We never walk alone - Walton J. Brown $17 What angels do among men, as revealed by the prophets.
Answers to Difficult Bible Texts Joe Crews $4.50 Deals with those ambiguous (?) texts sprinkled throughout the Bible,
which seem to contradict.
A Thousand Shall Fall-Susi Hasel Mundy $28. Electrifying story of a soldier & his family daring to practice their faith
in Hitler’s Germany. As thousands around them fell victim to the horrors of war, they were borne up on angel’s wings,
finding refuge in the shadow of the Almighty.
Antichrist 666 - William J. Sutton $20 Babylonian errors are still being embraced by the world’s religions. Who’s the
beast?
Are you Ready or Not, Here He comes - G .Edward Reid $30 Everybody recognizes that something big is about to
happen. But what is it, and how does one prepare for it?
Assurance? Yes, But Of What? A.Keith Anderson $21 Justified of unjustified assurance? From where does your
assurance flow?
Authority in God’s Church-Vernon Sparks $14 This counsel helps us to understand true loyalty to God & obedience to
the inspired testimonies for His church.
Autobiography of Joseph Bates - Joseph Bates $22 At the urging of friends and relatives, Elder Bates wrote of his life’s
experiences - articles in Youth Instructor.
Back to Our Future-H.A. St John $47 The author covers the entire spectrum of Biblical topics.
Beast, the Dragon & the Woman, The - Joe Crews $4.50
Behold The Lamb-David Kang $18 This book explains the sanctuary service in the light of the Christian’s personal
experience.
Behold the Man-Taylor Bunch $19 A review of the trials & crucifixion of Christ in the light of Hebrew & Roman law &
the Biblical record.
Bible Adventism-James White $19 First Published in 1870. Learn the SDA fundamental doctrines from a pioneer.
Bible in Education –A.T. Jones $12.50 The true place of the Bible in education.
Bible Promise Book, The -$5 KJV
Bible Readings for the Home-$13 Here is your chance to study your way through the Bible, with its many precious
promises and councils.
Bible Studies on the Book of Romans- E. J. Waggoner $8 Things we need to understand. God can unfold and explain,
as we study this wondrous book.
Bible Study Booklet–SEM $5 Step by step booklet on how to study the bible.
Bible Wines, or the Law of Fermentation William Patton $13 Scholarly analysis of the use of the word “wine” as
found in the Bible, and in history.

Blind Faith, Evolution Exposed Howard Peth $13 Evidences for creation vs. evolution. Exposes religious philosophy
serving as the basic dogmas of secular humanism.
Blinded by Might Cal Thomas & Ed Dobson $32 Can the religious right save America? Come inside the early Moral
Majority, well intentioned but fatally flawed.
Book of Hebrews -M.L. Andreasen $32 Proof of the work Christ performed in the Holy and Most Holy places. An
anchor for the 2300 ‘days’.
Bruchko-Bruce Olson $27 The astonishing story of a nineteen year old American, his capture by the Motilone Indians
and his adventures in Christianising this stone-age tribe.
By These Remember Me-Leslie Hardinge $22 Meditations on Christ’s service in foot washing, communion and
baptism.
Certainty of the Third Angel’s Message Louis F. Were $18 In-depth analysis of the Christian’s understanding of the
messages of the three angels in Rev 14.
Change of the Sabbath -George I Butler $22 How was the change made from the 7th day to the 1st day? Was it done by
Divine or human authority?
China Letters -David Lin $30 To find a literary work that is as cool as water in a dry and thirsty land, is truly
refreshing.
Christ and Antichrist Samuel J. Cassals $30 HB
Christ and His Righteousness E.J. Waggoner $9, or $4 smaller version
Christ and the Pharisees –Alonzo T. Jones $5 Christ’s faithfulness in Sabbath- keeping…versus the legalistic
Pharisees.
Christian & Rock Music, The - Various Authors $46 Seven bible scholars take a clean, balanced & biblical look at the
use of popular music for worship &evangelism.
Christian Experience –J.G White $26 God offers us 7 means for transforming us into His likeness. Find out in this
book.
Christianity & Bioethics –Mark Foreman $55 Accessible, academically rigorous & biblically astute presentation in
defence of a Christian perspective of bioethics.
Cloning the American mind B.K. Eakman $49 Behind-the-scenes look at man’s struggling educational system, through
the eyes of an experienced educator.
Coming Collision James L. Hirsen, Ph.D. $27 Global activism embracing enviro-extremism, New Age mysticism &
international governance.
Coming Events and the Crisis at the Close W.D. Frazee $20 Our eternal welfare is about to be decided and we should
give more attention to it. Two volumes in one.
Coming: the Latter Rain –Thomas A. Davis $24 This book is about the work of the Holy Spirit upon the carnal human
heart. Are you ready? Certain?
Conscience, Your inner voice Thomas A. Davis $10 A helpful work which aids us in the understanding the place &
function of conscience, & of conscience and how we relate to it.
Consecrated Way to Perfection –A.T. Jones $8.00. How Christ’s work in the heavenly sanctuary relates to us.
Contemporary Christian Music - $8 - An examination of rock music and beat, together with its various strands, and its
relation to today’s modern Christian.
Counterfeit or Genuine? Edited by David Fuller $24 Explores the effects on the function of the Word of God,
beginning with 1881 English print of the Revs. Ed.
Creation’s Tiny Mystery Robert V. Gentry $26 An account for some remarkable evidence for creation & a struggle
against establishment suppression.
Cross and its Shadow, The Stephen N .Haskell $15.60 Study Guides 1&2 $10.00 each Teacher Guides 1&2 $12.50
each This shows how the sanctuary captures the entire theme of the gospel.
Daniel and the Revelation Uriah Smith $16 HB $20 A great study help for readers of prophetic literature.
Day of the Dragon. Clifford Goldstein $24 Is the end of time far off, or closer than we think?
Desperate Escape. Alexander Ponomarov $23 True story of one young man who stood for his faith amid constant fear,
ridicule, betrayal and finally prison.
Doctrine of the Sanctuary Various Authors $23 A compilation of essays written on the historical development of the
Sanctuary doctrine and what it means to us today.
Dragon, the Beast & the False ProphetWilliam J. Sutton $25 Ancient prophecies in-depth study of the Loud Cry of the
Third Angels Message and the use of Spiritualism.
Early Advent Singing –James R. Nix $26 A collection of 52 early Advent hymns with background historical
information for each.
Early Years at Home Theodore Wade & Others $13 Practical foundations in reading, science, math, art, and other areas
as adapted from the Home School Manual.
Editions of the Great Controversy Vance Ferrell $27 Discusses the changes that have taken place in the various
editions of the Great Controversy, 1858-1980.
Endurance Shackleton’s Incredible Voyage Alfred Lansing $27 The fabulous account of Sir Ernest Shackleton’s epic
1914 adventure to cross the Antarctic overland.
Enemy at the Gate –Joe Crews $13 This book exposes the deadly weapons which Satan will use in the final battle to
control men’s thoughts.

Entertaining Spirits Unaware David Benoit & Eric Barger $22 Provides the tools needed to effectively combat the
steady advance of occult practices and New Age deceptions into our lives and homes through education, movies, TV,
books and games.
Ecclesiastical Megalomania John W. Robbins $43 The conflict between Roman Catholic political theory & human
freedom.
En Route to Global Occupation Gary Kah $29 A high ranking government liaison exposes the secret agenda for world
unity.
Even at the Door –G. Edward Reid $30 Overwhelming evidence that we are on the edge of a major time shift, and the
Lord Jesus is about to return as promised.
Everlasting Covenant –E.J. Waggoner $19 To truly look at the Bible, remember that one line runs through the entire
gospel, God’s everlasting covenant.
Everlasting Gospel vs. Babylon the Great Taylor G Bunch $19 This historical document is a comparison of biblical
beliefs and prophecy to paganism.
Exodus and Advent Movements, In Type and Antitype -Taylor G. Bunch $20. 36 Sermons on ancient and modern
Israel. Helps meet apostates and divergent movements, reestablishes faith.
Exploding the Israel Deception Steve Wohlberg $13 A Jewish believer exposes false prophecies about Israel, the
temple and Armageddon.
Face to Face With the Real Gospel Dennis Priebe $18 Hope for Adventism lies in understanding righteousness by
faith.
Faces Around the Crib –Leslie Hardinge $18 Shows why the entire universe gathered when Jesus was born either rose
and believed or strayed from righteousness.
Facts of Faith –C. Edwardson $26 The author felt the need to educate the people in the fundamental doctrines of the
Holy Scriptures.
False Balances –Clifford Goldstein $30 The Gospel of the sanctuary service gives hope to believers who desire
assurance of Salvation.
Fascinating Facts About the Bible Phyllis Bailey $9 Answers to many common questions.
Fascinating Facts About the Spirit of Prophecy Phyllis Bailey $9 Answers to many common questions.
Fifty Years in the Church of Rome Charles Chiniquy $24 A story of a priest who could not remain Roman Catholic.
Final Authority –William P. Grady $39 HB Addresses those issues that are rarely discussed by critics of the King James
Bible.
Final Rise & Fall of the King of the North Jeff Pipenger $19 A study of the prophecies of Daniel 11 & 12, with a
particular emphasis on the unfulfilled portions of Daniel 11.
Firebell in the Night –Ralph Moss $13 News taken from secular and religious articles & papers. Linked with prophecy
to reveal a startling scenario.
For His Honour –Terry Johnson $20 The story of Terry Johnson, white house honour guard, who stood for God and how
He honours those that honour Him.
Foxes Book of Martyrs-Updated $18
Foxes Christian Martyrs of the World –Abridged Version $7
Fresh look at the Storehouse-Lloyd & Leola Rosenvold $13 Where should Adventists pay their tithes? Who can accept
them?
From Eden to Eden –J.H. Waggoner $20 Traces the time when “God saw everything …and behold it was good.” To
when Christ says “Come inherit.”
From Sabbath to Sunday –Carlyle B. Haynes $14 A fascinating study of historical aspects of the Sabbath question.
Golden Links of Truth –Vernon Sparks $18 Special studies in the human nature and character of Christ and its
reproduction in His followers.
George Muller all Things are Possible A.T. Pierson $33The inspiring story of a great man of faith, who trusted in God,
and was, enabled to care for over 10000 orphans.
Gift of Prophecy –Carlyle B. Haynes $22 Many so-called prophets have come and gone. What is their true Biblical
definition?
Glad Tidings –E.J. Waggoner $17 A commentary on Galatians –salvation is found through faith in Jesus, is this inspiring
message.
Guide to Christian Perfection Charles Fitch $15 A timely book for those who live in the generation who will see Him
come.
God Sent a Man –Carlyle B. Haynes $20 The Story of Joseph, allowing himself to be prepared by God to play a crucial
role in the Nation of Israel.
Gospel in Creation –E.J. Waggoner $19 Comfort and hope is revealed by Christ in His divine sanction: Search the
scriptures.
Graven Bread –Timothy f. Kauffman $18 Many have been lead into worshipping the communion bread, what is the
purpose behind this tradition?
Great Second Advent Movement J. N. Loughborough $34 Bible prophecy about an apostolic church that will last till
the end of the world as we know it.
Great Visions of E.G.W Roger W. Coon $20 HB Stories behind the visions that have charted the course of the Adventist
Church. Filled with human interest.
Group Think -$12

Handbook of Life in Bible Times Thompson $27 Outstanding resource to help us understand what life was like in the
Bible times.
Herald of the Midnight Cry –Paul Gordon $17 Learn about the life of William Miller, the 1844 Movement and the
Great Disappointment.
Hidden Dangers of the Rainbow Constance Cumby $24 Learn how the new age movement see the rainbow as the
bridge to Lucifer.
His Cross and Mine –Meade MacGuire $9 What secret did the disciples possess that allowed God to use them so
mightily.
His Name is Wonderful –Leslie Hardinge $23 A significant and timely book for those who identify with the remnant,
seeking to be ready to meet Jesus when He comes.
His Mighty Love-Ralph Larson $20 - 21 Evangelistic sermons! Every doctrine of the Bible, properly understood, is
simply an answer to the question “How does the love of God relate to this particular question or problem?”
Historical Periods of the World according to the Bible – (SL) $6.00 Overview of the Biblical periods and the nations
as they deal with God’s people.
History of Greece – (SL) $5.00 Reprint of the History of Greece from the story of Daniel the Prophet, with student
review.
History of the Sabbath –J.N. Andrews $32
H.M.S. Richards Biography Richard E. Edwards $49 HB An inside glimpse of the beloved pioneer radio evangelist.
Individuality in Religion –A.T.Jones $4.00 The right of every human being, yet not prized today as it should be.
In God’s Underground Richard Wurmbrand $13 Eyewitness testimony of God’s presence amidst the horror of
communist prisons, of an agonizing 14 years of Christian hope and charity.
I Kissed Dating Goodbye –Joshua Harris $27 Reorder your romantic life in the light of God’s word.
I Saw God’s Hand –E.L Martin $12 Thrilling experiences of EL Martin and mission assignments in the South Sea.
I Will Die Free Noble Alexander with Kay Rizzo $22 Tortured in a Cuban prison for preaching the gospel, Alexander
remained faithful to his Lord even after 22 years.
If My People Pray –Randy Maxwell $23 A last day call to a faithful people for revival brought on by renewed prayer.
Illustrated Guide to Prophecy -$15 Consider this sure foundation on which to observe fulfilment of Bible Prophecy.
In the Footsteps of the Pioneers E.G.W. Estate $13 A “go-it-yourself” guide to places of interest in the early history of
the Seventh-day Adventist Church.
Inquisitive Christians –H.H.Meyers $15 Sad encounter of inquisitive practices of imperial Christianity in India, in
parallel with recent events.
Isaiah the Gospel Prophet M.L. Andreasen $32
Is the Virgin Mary Dead or Alive? Danny Vierra $3.50
Is Your Soul Immortal? RL.Ordom $17
Israel, Its Captivity and Restoration E.G.W $18 A rich historical overview from Solomon to the time of restoration.
Issues in the Book of Hebrews Frank B. Holbrook $20 Does Hebrews validate the two-phased priestly ministry of our
Lord, Jesus Christ?
It Must Have Been an Angel Majorie L. Lloyd $15 Stories on true life experiences with Angels.

General Religious J-Z
J.N. Andrews The Man and the Mission H. Leonard editor $40 Life and work of this great pioneer, at the centre of the
important decisions that marked the history of the S.D.A Church.
Jesuits –Malachi Martin $27 A behind-the-scenes story.
Jesus is My Judge –Leslie Hardinge $32 Profit from research into God’s perspective of the world and the climax of
human history.
Jewels in the Sand –Peggy Dammerson $30 The end-time message of the sanctuary, made easy to understand.
John Wesley Into all the World John Telford $37 A vivid picture of Wesley’s spiritual journey.
John Harvey Kellogg Richard W. Schwarz $35 The story of the father of the Health Food Industry, who established the
Battle Creek Sanitarium 1877.
Journey Out of Darkness –Karen Lemonds $24 The true story of one person’s intense battle with the forces of
darkness.
Judgment, Its Events and their Order J. N. Andrews $10
Keys of this Blood –Malachi Martin $39.95 Pope John Paul II vs. Russia and the West for control of the New World
Order, by a Vatican insider.
Kings that Come from the Sunrising Louis Were $10 The coming of the armies of Heaven to deliver the people of God
from their Babylonian oppressors.
Lambs Among Wolves –Meade MacGuire $10 The human heart and will at war.
Last Day Tokens –J.N Loughborough $18 Events that most of the Adventist world do not have happened, great tool for
witnessing.
Latter Rain - Meade MacGuire $3 The power of Pentecost and the coming of Christ.
Law and The Sabbath-Allen Walker $17 Foreword by Elder Joe Crews, here is a book that dares to examine the Bible’s
own answers.

Left Behind Deception –Steve Wohlberg $6 Find out about the “secret rapture” and how it does not fit in with the word
of God, great for witnessing.
Lessons on Faith –Jones/Waggoner $16 Faith is depending on the Word of God, and these lessons reveal God’s light,
breaking the power of Satan.
Letters to the Churches –M.L. Andreasen $18 The issues we face today, are the same issues that were faced in the
1900’s, by early Adventists. The Pioneers answer.
Life of Victory – Meade MacGuire $10 Gives the key on how victory can be yours always through Jesus Christ.
Like Fire in My bones –Clifford Goldstein $30 One of the church’s most provocative authors shares his passion for
drawing others to a deep knowledge of God.
Living Fountains or Broken Cisterns E.A Sutherland $26 Education according to the heavenly blueprint. Challenges for
our modern educational systems.
Living Stories of Famous Hymns Ernest K. Emurian $21 The stories of 50 well known hymns, throwing light on the
author and the events.
Madison God’s Beautiful Farm E.A. Sutherland $19 The story of Madison College and its success.
Made Like Unto His Brethren –D.K. Short $15 A major issue facing us today is Christ’s relationship to sin, and why
He was “made like unto His brethren”.
Mainstreaming of New Age Manuel Vasquez $23 Exposes New Age philosophies, practices and beliefs that have crept
into mainstream thinking.
Man who couldn’t be killed –S.Maxwell $23 An incredible story of courage and faith during the Cultural Revolution in
Communist China.
Memoirs of W.M.Miller –S. Bliss $23
Menace of the Religious Movie A.W. Tozer $10 Booklet Clearly shows the principles that make even the religious
movie detrimental to our salvation.
Messenger of the Lord Herbert E. Douglas $52 HB God called a 17 year old girl, frail and in poor health, to proclaim
His word and guide His people.
Messiah in His Sanctuary –F.C. Gilbert $19 Shows the sanctuary and its events in both type and antitype
Method of Grace, The -John Flavel $26 This courageous man John Flavel, who from the crucible of hardship, wrote for
the heart as well as the mind. (Recommended by EG White)
Miller’s Reply To Stuart –William Miller $11 Hints on the interpretation of prophecy, in 3 letters, addressed to Joshua
V. Himes, as a reply to Stuart.
Miracles in My Life -J N Loughborough. $13 Inspiring stories about the Adventist Pioneer’s life experience
Modern Subtle challenge to God’s authority -Milton Crane $13 Throughout the ages, Satan has attacked God’s
authority. Attack continues today.
Morning’s Trumpet –Lewis Walton $23 A wake up call that seriously challenges the status quo.
Moral Purpose of Prophecy –Louis F .Were $10 Christian realities revealed.
More than Mountains, the Todd Hudson Story Todd Hudson with Kay Rizzo $30 HB One leg, 50 mountains, an
unconquerable faith, Todd enables us to believe and achieve new heights in our lives, through faith in God.
My Escape from the Auto De Fe at Valladolid Don Fernando De La Mina $20 Noble man Don Fernando De La Mina
arrested and sentenced to death by the Inquisitors for his “heresy”. Disguised and unrecognised even by his fiancée, he
made his escape through incredible miracles of Providence.
Mystery in the Rocks –Dennis Crews $8 The story of Robert Gentry’s profound work in radioactive dating and the age
of the earth.
Mysticism, Hollywood and the Music Industry William J. Sutton $25
Revelation prophecies against teachings of mysticism and the world religions that promote a secret doctrine.
Myth of Mary –Cesar Vidal $18 Extensive research proves that Roman Catholicism’s and the biblical Mary are not the
same person.
New Age Movement and the Illuminati 666 William J. Sutton $22 Find out about the most covered-up organization in
the world and their plans for a one world government.
New World Order is coming William L. Haynes $10 You might be surprised to see who’s leading the parade.
Notes on Music –C & L Torres $9 A study in an area that has universal sway on the emotions and behaviour of human
beings.
Omega II - God’s church in the brink Lewis R. Walton $30 The story of the tragic Kellogg apostasy, its Adventist
youth targets, and a Jesuit plan to reunite all Christianity.
On the Edge of Apostasy –Robert M. Zins $23 Written for those who don’t remember what the Protestants were
protesting against!
One Nation Under God Clifford Goldstein $23 Logical and valid arguments carefully explore our position on
Religious freedom.
Outline Studies of the Sanctuary Leslie Hardinge $16 A simple yet thorough study of the Sanctuary, the furnishings
and procedures.
Papal Power –Henry T. Hudson $19 Seeks to make known the history and the nature of the Papal institution in the light
of the scriptures.
Path to the Heart –Glen A. Coon $20 Proves that the last and best argument for Christianity is a Christian who has
totally given his heart.
Path to the Throne of God –Sarah E. Peck $20 Applies the truths of the Sanctuary to daily Christian living.

Place of the Bible in Education A.T. Jones $16 Christian Education is only true to its name & profession when it
demonstrates the all pervading power of Christianity as revealed in the Scriptures.
Power of Revival and Reformation Does Not Come. Why? J. H. N. Tindall $10 A revival of true Godliness among us
is the greatest of all our needs. Is there hesitation on your part?
Powerful Passages –Ron & Dorothy Watts $23 True Stories of people whose lives were changed by a single scripture.
Proof of the power of God’s word.
Preach the Word –Ralph Larson $9 A manual with 12 methods of preparing sermons.
Preparation for Translation –Milton Crane $17 This book is about life after the close of probation (without a
Mediator), and learning to overcome temptation now.
Priest, the Woman and the Confessional C Chiniquy $15 The eye-opening practices discussed in this book are still
happening.
Prove All Things Mercedes Dyer Ph.D. Editor $32 This book is a response to the book “Women in Ministry”, and
presents a biblical vindication of the world SDA church’s current position on this issue.
Questions that demand Answers Thomas A Davis $12 Questions such as “Are Saints sinners?” Does Romans 7
describe the converted person?” and many more.
Quite Contrary –Timothy F. Kaufman $18 A man lost in Marian devotion, set free by the power of God’s Word.
Ransom and Reunion –W.D. Frazee $15 God’s last generation people are to reveal Jesus’ character to the world.
Reaping the Whirlwind –Joe Crews $10 Plain testimony will arouse you to wake up and weep.
Receiving the Word Samuel Koranteng-Pipem $28 Addresses how new approaches to the Bible can impact our biblical
faith.
Reins on my Life –Joe Crews $11 A spellbinding record of God’s amazing interventions in the life of Joe Crews.
Richest Caveman, The Doug Batchelor Story Doug Batchelor with M. Tooker $16 With everything but happiness, his
search ended in a cave, what happened next was a miracle transformation.
Rights of the People –Alonzo T. Jones $23 Shows the relation that should exist between the church and the state, at the
present time.
Romanism –Robert M. Zins $19 Follow the examples of the Reformation.
Rome’s Arraignment of Sabbath Breakers Rev J. O’Keefe $3 A sermon as found in the “Catholic Mirror.” Read for
yourself Rome’s intentions of deception.
Rome’s Challenge –Taken from the Catholic Mirror $2 Why do Protestants keep Sunday? A Catholic view that ridicules
Christians today for their 1st day Sabbath.
Sanctuary –O.R.L. Crosier $4 Recommended by E.G.W. She felt this was “…the true light, on the cleansing of the
Sanctuary”.
Sanctuary and its Services Compiled by Leslie Hardinge $22 A collection of quotations from the Spirit of Prophecy, as
Ellen White saw the Sanctuary and its meaning today.
Sanctuary and the 2300 Days J.N. Andrews $11 The Object of this work is to examine the disappointment question of
the past Advent Movement.
Sanctuary 1844 and the Pioneers Paul Gordon $18 Events of the recent decades have pushed prophecy into the
future; this book will help you understand it better.
Sanctuary Service -M.L. Andreasen $21 Understanding the sacrifices on earthy altars, pointing to the true Lamb of God.
Sanctuary significance is clear.
Saving Relationship Lloyd & Leola Rosenvold $9 A real relationship with Jesus will be a saving one.
Second Coming –William Miller $20 William Miller’s predicted date of the second coming was in error, but it led to a
great movement.
Secret History of the Jesuits Edmond Paris $17 A bold account of the Vatican involvement in world politics, intrigues
and war fomentation.
See the God’s Fall F Beckwith & S Parrish $50 Refuting four of Christian’s rivals, New Age Philosophy, Baha’ism,
secular Humanism and Mormonism see how they fall.
Separation and Unity Lloyd & Leola Rosenvold $14 Does the Advent Movement have a future?
Seven Epistles of Christ –Taylor G. Bunch $20 This book discusses the seven epistles of Christ which were often in the
form of the epistles or letters.
Shadows of His Sacrifice Leslie Hardinge $14 Studies in the Sanctuary, the very heart of the plan of salvation, with
Christ as our High Priest.
Sin Shall Not Have Dominion over You
C.Fitch $11 Written in 1840, this book tells how you can become obedient to the high command of the most High God.
Sketches of Bible Child Life Mary A Steward $20 PB These stories are drawn from children in the Bible, to help
parents wisely train their children.
Souls under Siege –Joe Crews $8 These are stories of changed lives, of miracles wrought by a more than human power.
Spirit Possession –Theodore E. Wade $15 Counterfeit has many faces. Demon possession, hypnotism, rock music yoga
and many modern church experiences.
Spirit of Sacrifice & Commitment J.R. Nix & S.F. Kline $18 Experiences of SDA Pioneers, a resource for pastors &
church members.
Standing Room Only –Phillip DeCoucy $35 A Contemporary expose of Roman Catholic & Evangelical agreement.
Story of Daniel the Prophet Stephen N. Haskell $28 Study Guide student & Teacher $12.50 each God’s dealing with
His people in the past has helped both young and old in the study of Daniel.
Story of Liberty –Charles C. Coffin $30 You will see what liberty has cost, and what it is worth.

Story of Seer of Patmos Stephen N. Haskell $25 Study guide student $12.50 Teacher$15.00 This removes the “mystery”
and makes it understood.
Strange Fire –Barry Harker $19 You will discover the truth about the modern Olympic Games and the role of
Christianity in the rise of the neo-pagan religion of Olympism.
Studies in Character Building Ella Eaton Kellogg $27 An epitome of studies & lectures given at “Haskell Home
Training School for Missionaries”.
Studies in the book of Hebrews E.J. Waggoner $19 A series of studies given at the General Conference of 1897.
Sunday Is Coming –G. Edward Reid $30 Startling current events, impacting the study of the end time, evidence of near
Sunday-Sabbath legislation.
Sunday: The Origin of its Observance in the Christian Church – E.J. Waggoner $11 This book gives historical facts
on how Sunday worship became the practice of the Christian Church.
Symposium on Revelation Book 2 - F.B. Holbrook editor $30 As presented by the G.C Committee, with concentration
on the last half of John’s vision.
Symposium on Daniel - F.B. Holbrook editor $30 As presented by the G.C Committee, an interpretation Book of
Daniel and its symbolism.
Third Angel’s Message of Righteousness by Faith & its Present Rejection Lowell Scarborough $12
Three Messages of Revelation 14 - J.N. Andrews $20 A book to set the people of God upon their watchtower.
That Kind Can Never Change - Victor J. Adamson $28 This true story of one man’s struggle with his own
homosexuality is shared so that other may know that “nothing is impossible with God”.
Theatrical Performances & Drama - Elder Wilber Atwood $5 A compilation of E.G.W quotations pertaining to the use
of Theatrics and drama in our evangelism, churches etc.
Thy Nakedness – Gwen & Rick Shorter $28 Answers many of the common asked questions relating to dress, cosmetics
and jewellery.
Tip of the Iceberg - G. Raymond Holmes $21 Proactive but not offensive, this book clearly sets forth the final authority
of the Scriptures concerning women’s ordination.
To Understand Scripture David Merling editor $43 Reflecting the methods of understanding Scripture, including
sections on archeology & the Greek & Hebrew Scriptures.
Touched With Our Feeling –J.R. Zurcher $37 A historical survey of Adventism’s thought on the human nature of
Christ.
Transforming Prayer –Richard W.O’Fill $25 Moves you to praying to become rather than to receive, and to “be” all
that Jesus wants of you.
Trial & Triumph –Ctustal Earnhardt $9 Miraculous stories about Christians who took a stand for the Sabbath and how
God honoured their faith.
Trick Or Treat, the History of Halloween Bill Uselton $7 The study of the history of Halloween is necessary for all
concerned Christians.
Truth Triumphant-Benjamin G Wilkinson $24
Twenty One Days with Jesus –Jeff & Marlene Wehr $30 The inspiring way to establish a daily devotional time with
Jesus.
Two Babylon or Papal Worship Alexander Hislop $25 Shows that many of the practices of the Christian Church of the
past and today, have come from paganism.
Two Parties, Wheat and Tares Leola Rosenvold $14 Who and what is the church? Find out this and more.
The Real Truth about UFO’s and the New World Order William J. Sutton $22 What is the connection between
UFO’s, the Golden Age of Atlantis, and the New World Order?
Understanding Roman Catholicism Rick Jones $22 Written for Catholics who don’t have time to read the new
Catechism, 37 Roman Catholic doctrines explained.
Vanishing Saints, Is the Rapture Real? Howard Peth $12 Biblical evidence that pronounces the secret rapture as a
most astounding deception in the history of Christianity.
Victory and Self Mastery John H. N. Tindall $13 Can be reached through an understanding of the Son of God in His
humanity-The pattern man.
Voice of Authority –Ron Spear $6 Through the ages, God has had a problem with His Church. Men have always had a
weakness of assuming authority.
Voice of the Spirit –Juan Carlos Viera $19 How God had led His people through the gift of the Spirit of Prophecy.
Written by the director of the E.G.W estate.
Waggoner on Romans –E.J. Waggoner $17 A series of articles compiled into a book on the epistle by Paul that turned
his world upside down.
Was Jesus Really Like Us? Thomas A Davis $16 This book will stimulate Adventist thinking, whatever concept of the
incarnate Jesus the reader may have.
What must I do to be saved? Vol 1 & 2 Margaret Davis $11 loose leaf An easy to use study resource for the lay person.
A biblical and Spirit of Prophecy compilation.
What must I do to be saved? Margaret Davis $11 A condensed version of the vol 1 and 2 book.
Who are these Three Angels –Jeff Weir $13 Find out the messages these three Holy Angels have been sent to tell us.
Waymarks of Adventism –Ron Spear $6 Portrays the beautifully interlocking chain of truth, so vital to all Christians in
these closing days of probation.
What Catholics & Protestants Should Know J.H. Meyer $20 Addresses many of the basic doctrines of the Christian
faith in the hope disagreements can be clarified.

What to Say, in a Whole New Way Daniel W. O’Ffill $18 New words for witnessing tried & proved, easy to use.
What is a Seventh-day Adventist?/How Inspired Was Ellen White? –Dennis Priebe $10 Two essays in one, Discusses
the 27 fundamental beliefs as well as the “lesser light” of the Spirit of Prophecy.
Which Bible? –David O. Fuller $26 Defense of the Authorized Version.
Why Jesus Waits –Herbet Douglas $9 How the Sanctuary Message explains the mission of the Seventh Day Adventist
Church.
Will the Real SDA Please Stand Up Ron Spear $13 An inspiration to be strong and supportive of the church and its
efforts to stand by the pillars of faith.
William Miller, Herald of the Blessed Hope E.G.W $18 Inspired by an 1840 series on the 2nd Coming attended by Ellen
White, his history in her words.
Wine. The Biblical Imperative:Total Abstinence Robert Teachout $15 An argument that the Bible does teach “total
abstinence” from alcoholic beverages.
With Cloak and Dagger –H.H. Meyer $19
With Jesus In His Sanctuary L. Hardinge $50 HB Suggests answers on the Investigative Judgment.
Woman & the Beast in the Book of Revelation Louis F. Were $20 One of the best explanations of Revelation 17 & 18
to be found anywhere in Adventist literature.
Word Was Made Flesh-Ralph Larson $19 A comprehensive survey of the historical evidence of the human nature of
Christ.
You Ask, God Answers –Erwin R. Gane $27 Vital questions on salvation.
You Need To Memorize Scripture N.A. Woychuk $15 The most effective and complete Bible memorization system
available today, in one practical and east-to-read volume.

Maps and Charts

These charts are printed by Rose Publishing in the USA, and
are all laminated.
Cost is $20 for the normal size charts, enquire for extra large.

Bible bookcase wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 1890947245 ISBN 13: 9781890947248 Product Code: 545L
The Bible Bookcase laminated chart is a Sunday school classroom favorite. The bright colorful wall chart shows all 66
of the books of the Bible grouped and color coded into their categories, such as Gospels and history. The Bible
Bookcase is an excellent tool for helping younger students and new believers memorize the books of the Bible.
Reproducible worksheets on the back include a miniature of the chart in English and Spanish. Churches and Christian
schools have made Bible Bookcase a bestselling resource.
The laminated wall chart size is 19" x 26”. Durable 3 mil lamination is double-sided to protect the chart and allows for
the use of water-soluble markers. Reverse side of the chart provides reproducible worksheets to enhance and expand
lessons. Lamination will not affect photocopying. Roll chart for storage.

Armor of God wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 9901982405 ISBN 13: 9789901982400 Product Code: 524L
Armor of God wall chart LAMINATED
This well-known passage from Ephesians 6:10-18 shows the helmet of salvation, the breastplate of righteousness, the
shield of faith, and more, each with a scripture reference. Many posters of the Armor of God show armor from the
Middle Ages, not from the time of the Bible. This chart has historically accurate Roman armor. This is important to
teaching and understanding this portion of the Bible.

Holy Land: Then and Now wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 9901980496 ISBN 13: 9789901980499 Product Code: 302L
Holy Land wall chart- laminated
The Holy Land: Then and Now compares a Bible map of the Holy Land during Old Testament times side-by-side with a
map of modern-day Holy Land. The clear, colorful map with large print provides a simple way of enhancing Old
Testament stories of Moses, Joshua, the 12 Tribes, Joseph, the kings of Israel.

Books of the Bible wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 9901980771 ISBN 13: 9789901980772 Product Code: 502L
Books of the Bible-wall chart- laminated
Books of the Bible has large print and bright color-coded columns to show the major parts of the Bible: law, history,
major and minor prophets, Gospels, and epistles. Reproducible worksheets on the back (two in English; two in Spanish)
include a “fill-in-the-blank” version of the chart to use for quizzes and memorization. Size 19.5" x 26".

Middle East Then and Now wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 9901980429 ISBN 13: 9789901980420 Product Code: 301L
Middle East: Then and Now wall chart - laminated

Other Ministries
We stock many products from the following list of Christian ministries (as shown throughout our catalogue),
others can be ordered quickly as all orders from the USA now come via Air Mail.
For these ministries, if you are ordering items not listed in the SonLight catalogue, our preference may be that you
purchase enough items to fill, or come close to, filling the USPS Flat Rate Box which is either 11” x 8.5” x 5.5”, or
13.625” x 11.875” x 3.375”
However, this may not be required depending on our own needs to replenish stock levels of items from that same
ministry. Just ask !
AB Publishing Inc - abpub.com
A great choice for Fine Family Reading, emphasis on character building stories for young children.
Bible Society of Australia - biblesociety.com.au
For a comprehensive range of Bibles and reference materials
Character First! Australia
Character based training, resources and consulting to help people succeed in your business, school and community.
Empowered Living Ministry - www.empoweredlivingministries.org
It was the mission of Jesus not only to reconcile men to God, but also to empower them to live a new life. Likewise, it is
our mission to direct all to a full reconciliation with God through His Son, finding there the power to live a godly life and
build an empowered marriage, family, and home. We believe that God can and does use failing human instruments to
demonstrate to a perishing world what the power of Christ can do to transform the life. As the Hohnberger’s website
says: It’s about walking with God!
Institute of Basic Life Principles - Australia - iblp.com
“Our purpose is to introduce people to the Lord Jesus Christ, and to give individuals, families, churches, schools,
communities, governments, and businesses clear instruction and training on how to find success by following God’s
principles found in Scripture.”
Laymen Ministries International
lmn.org- Laymen Ministries is a Christian organization for laymen, run by laymen, and dedicated to the lay worker. Our
goal is to empower lay people in all parts of the world to be soul winners for Christ. We believe that everyone is a
missionary - in the home, on the job, in the marketplace, in the classroom - and our wish is to provide tools to be more
effective, more understanding, and better informed. We offer a wide variety of faith building books, audios, videos, study
materials, and more in our catalog. We publish a magazine containing mission updates and articles of interest and
encouragement for laymen. And we produce a variety of video programming for your information and encouragement.
Let us be of service to you in your desire to be of service to Christ.
Orion Publishing - orion-publishing.org
Orion Publishing is dedicated to upholding the Bible as divinely inspired and authoritative in all matters of faith and
practice, and is committed to publishing biblically based material for children, youth and adults to aid them in their
understanding of the Bible, in the development of Christian character, and in preparation for the soon return of the Lord
Jesus Christ.
Restoration International - restorationinternational.com
Managed by Tom and Alane Waters.
Restoration International is committed to the full time ministry of the practical power of Christ through: Church seminars,
Public Conventions, Family Camp-meetings, Personal Counselling, Interactive Family Counselling, As well as through a
variety of CDs, MP3s, audio visual DVDs, and other materials. If we can be of service to minister to you or your group
or family, we’re yours in the service of our Lord and Master, Jesus Christ.
Rod and Staff
rodstaff.com– please note this is not the official website of Rod and Staff, but can be used to browse most, if not all of
their products, many of which we carry in stock either under our School menu, or under Storybooks in the General menu.
We can also supply books and resources from other sources, so please just ask if you cannot find what you are
looking for in our catalogue, or on any of the above web-sites.

Reference

CD ROM Software
Reformation History Library CD $99 Experience the great events of Protestant history, rediscover the work, trials, and
writings of Protestant pioneers, understand the long conflict between truth and error.
Adventist Heritage Library CD $99 Have the writings of the pioneers of the Advent movement right at your fingertips.
A powerful search engine makes the library simple to use with point & click viewing. With over 80 titles, you'll find these
and many more.
Ellen White 2010 Research Edition Writings on CD – for PC or MAC - $30
The Ellen G. White Writings Comprehensive Research Edition 2010 represents a culmination of many years' work. It
includes two extensive collections of historical and Adventist pioneer material. The first, Words of the Adventist Pioneers,
represents the single largest collection of material ever added to an Ellen G. White Writings CD. In fact, it includes over
100,000 pages of new material compared to 75,000 pages of text in the Ellen G. White Writings Complete Published
Edition. This collection contains an extensive group of Adventist pioneer authors from the 19th Century, including most
of the early Adventist periodicals of that era. The Words of the Adventist Pioneers also provides some important Bible and
church history material from recent 20th Century Adventist authors. The second collection contains several important
historical works from authors Ellen White referenced when writing The Great Controversy and other works that touch on
Christian history. The best known of these historical works are D'Aubigne's five-volume set, History of the Reformation
of the Sixteenth Centuryand Wylie's three-volume set, History of Protestantism.
Product Features:
·

385 Ellen G. White titles and 75,000 pages of text in one searchable database

·

Click Here for a list of included titles on the CD

·

Six-volume Ellen G. White biography

·

The 4-volume topical Comprehensive Index, with more than 400,000 links to the pages referenced in the entries.
Includes the Scripture Index.

·

5,000 EGW periodical articles

·

21-volume Manuscript Releases

·

King James Version Bible with full text search

·

8 Ellen White Children's Stories (text only)

·

16 Ellen White reference works

·

110 White Estate research documents

·

Noah Webster’s 1828 American Dictionary

·

Words of the Adventist Pioneers

·

7 historical reference works.

System Requirements:
- Intel Pentium III or better processor
- Microsoft Windows 98, ME, 2000, XP, Vista, Windows 7
- 64MB or greater available RAM
- 700MB of available hard disk space
- Color monitor set to 16-bit or higher color
- XGA (1024x768) resolution monitor
- CD-ROM Drive

Reformation History
Anatomy of a Hybrid –Leonard Verduin $28 An illuminating study in church/state relationships & evolution of the
1st amendment.
Celtic Church in Britain –Leslie Hardinge $18 Authoritative study of beliefs and practices of the Celtic Church, Vs.
the Anglo/Roman model of the day.
Church of Rome at the Bar of History William Webster $32 Rome is found guilty of false doctrine, as she is
overwhelmingly condemned before the supreme bar of scripture.
Cloud of Witnesses –J. H. Thomson $64 HB Historical view of those that suffered for the truth in Scotland since 1680,
with timely testimonials and letters.
Ecclesiastical Empires Alonzo T. Jones $53 HB In-depth history on the Papacy, the reformation, Protestantism and
Christian principle triumphant. Out of print, some left.

For God & His People J.H. Merle d’Aubigne $25 Details the life & work of the 16th century Swiss reformer Ulrich
Zwingly and his struggle to reform the church according to the pure precepts of the word of God.
Five English Reformers –J.C. Ryle $15 These five reformers still prove to be examples today.
General History of the Baptist Denomination Vol. 1, 2 -David Benedict $106 HB The history of American Baptists,
traced from the time of Christ.
Grace Abounding – John Bunyan $10 The ageless, spiritual journey of one man into true Christian faith.
Heroes of the Reformation Gideon and Hilda Hadstotz $30 This brings together a comprehensive picture of the
leaders of the Reformation who arose all over Europe.
History of the Ancient Christians Jean Paul Perrin $57 HB Perrin, a Waldensian pastor, gives a personal account of
the Church of the valleys of the Alps.
History of the Gunpowder Plot Phillip Sidney $30 This account of one of the most audacious conspiracies ever known
to the ancient and modern world is filled with royal intrigue in the court of James the 1st.
History of the Reformation in the time of Calvin JH Merle d’Aubigne $190 PB 4Vol
History of the Reformation of the 16th Century J.H Merle d’ Aubigne $85 - 2 vol - This reprinted masterpiece pulls
back the curtain of history and divine providence to reveal the true catalyst for the Reformation, God’s word and His Holy
Spirit.
History of the Waldenses Rev. J.A Wylie, LL.D. $23 Their defense of the faith of Jesus, despite persecution and
martyrdom is unique in the Christian Church.
Hus the Heretic-Poggius The Papist $17 This 78 page book consists of letters from Poggius to his friend Nikolai, and
describes in living detail the trial and burning of Hus.
In the Beginning –Alister McGrath $54 HB The origins of the KJV are far from what one might expect; murder, deceit,
bitter political feuds & religious conflicts so intense they threatened the unity of England.
Inquisition of the Middle Ages Henry Charles Lea $34 HB A complete picture of the mechanism, structure and methods
of interrogation of the Inquisition. Time was no object.
Inquisitors Secretary W.J.D van Dijck $27 A recently translated, moving, firsthand story of the Reformation in the
Netherlands. (1556-66)
Ladies of the Reformation J.H. Alexander $26 Short biographies of distinguished women in the 16thcentury who
influenced the movement & the men of the reformation
Martyr’s Mirror –T.J. Van Braght $90 HB A record of fortitude and heroics in the accounts of more than 4,000 people
tortured and martyred for the truth.
Mayflower Pilgrims –David Beale $40 HB A fascinating account of one of the greatest adventure of all time, with
research never before published.
Miller’s Church History Andrew Miller $48 HB A historical connection with Christ and His Word, from the planting
of the first church to the great protestant churches.
Mystery of Providence –John Flavel $15 Are the details of our life ordered by God’s providence?
Midnight Cry –Francis D. Nichol $34 The most fascinating & thoroughly documented account of the rise of the Advent
movement in the 1840’s.
Pilgrims Progress, In Modern English John Bunyan $15 An unabridged retelling of Bunyan’s classic allegory.
Precious Remedies against Satan’s Devices T. Brooks $16 Satan strives to keep from the light, remedies that tend to
shake and break his dark kingdom.
Protector –J.H. Merle d’Aubigne $32 HB Led by Cromwell, the commotions and conflicts which shook the British Isles
in the 1600’s were a struggle against Papal Power.
Reformation in Spain-Thomas M’Crie $23
Reformation and the Advent Movement E.L .Emmerson $22
Reformation in England J.H. Merle d’Aubigne $87 A complete history of the English reformation, contains colour
illustrations
Reformation In Scotland –John Knox $29 This work breaths the excitement & expectation possible only to an
eyewitness and participant in the unfolding drama of the Reformation of the 16th Century in Scotland.
Reformers and their Stepchildren Leonard Verduin $27 A bold stimulating statement about the medieval origins of
sectarian Protestantism.
Romanism and the Reformation H Grattan Guiness $20 PB
Romance of Protestantism Deborah Aleock $23 Tales of trials and victories. Written in a warm & loving way that holds
saints, heroes & martyrs as positive role models
Scenes from Church History Mark Sidwell Editor $23 A series of sketches enlightening Christians on their heritage.
Triumph Of Truth - J.H. Merle d’Aubigne $30 The life of the reformer Martin Luther

Sanctuary
Behold The Lamb-David Kang $18 This book explains the sanctuary service in the light of the Christian’s personal
experience.
Build a Model Sanctuary –$20 Barbara Weimer Companion book to God’s show and tell. Instructions and patterns
included.
Cross and its Shadow, The Stephen N Haskell $15 Study Guides 1&2 $10 each Teacher Guides 1&2 $12 each This
shows how the sanctuary captures the entire theme of the gospel.

God’s Show and Tell -$30 Barbara Weimer Illustrated studies to help youth understand how God uses the sanctuary to
teach us about salvation.
Outline Studies of the Sanctuary Leslie Hardinge $11 An exhaustive study of the sanctuary.
Path to the Throne of God, The -Sarah Peck $20 Illustrated. Comprehensive yet simple enough for young and old.
Sanctuary, The. –Arla Van Etten $32.50 This edition contains the Young People’s Sanctuary Series in one book. The
Camp, Court-yard, Offerings, Tent Tabernacle, Holy Days and Feast Days. Lots of information and activities.
Sanctuary, The Crosier $4 Pioneer beliefs on the sanctuary endorsed by EGW.
Sanctuary 1844 and the Pioneers Paul Gordon $28 Events of the recent decades have pushed prophecy into the
future; this book will help you understand.
Sanctuary and It’s Services, The Leslie Hardinge $18 A collection of quotations from the SOP.
Sanctuary and the 2300 Days J.N. Andrews $11 The Object of this work is to examine the disappointment question of
the past Advent Movement.
Shadows of His Sacrifice -L Hardinge. $12.50 Study of the Tabernacle in the wilderness. Learn of Jesus, His ascension,
and His work in the Holy Place.

Story Books
401 Ways to Get your Children to Work at Home. McCollock and Monson. $21
ABC Memory Book –N.A. Woychuk $16 Thought provoking illustrations with versus from the KJV make this a
blessing. Ages 3-6 in stages
101 Favourite Stories From the Bible Ura Miller 17 HB A beautiful and useful book for family worship. Full-colour
pictures using the KJV.
A Hive of Busy Bees & Another Hive of Bees E. Williams B. Sonderholm & others $18 each Perfect for home
devotionals filled with character building stories, through the eyes of young Don & Joyce
A Heart Strangely Warmed Louise A. Vernon $16 The story of a young boy who meets a fiery little preacher named
John Wesley, and his life was never the same again
Alone In London –Hesta Stretton $11 A character building tale set in the city of London in the 1800’s. An orphan
teaches those around him his love for the Lord.
The Beggar’s Bible –Louise Vernon $15 Shows how the word of God was discriminated in England through the simplest
of means, based on the writings of John Wycliffe.
Best Stories From the Best Book James Edson White $18 Where did sin come from Who is Satan? These questions and
more answered.
Bible Forget-Me-Not’s N.A. Woychuck M.A. Th.d $25 Spiral Children will outgrow ways of childhood, but they need
never outgrow the habit of learning the Word of God.
Bible Lesson’s for Children –GC of SDA’s $9 Designed to be put to a great use during Evangelistic Meetings, Bible
Seminars, and Vacation Bible Schools etc.
Bible Story Coloring Book –A.S. Maxwell $7 Taken from the original Bible Story book.
Bible Smuggler –Louise A. Vernon $13 Experience the sufferings as the great reformer Tyndale struggles to enlighten
the church along with his young helper
Blue Birds & Their Neighbors Neil W. Northey $15 Practical lessons from nature that teach the principles of Christian
character.
Character Quotes SOP -$3 Ten A4 size quotes on attractive paper for framing from the writings of Ellen White.
Character Quotes Bible -$3 Ten A4 size quotes on attractive paper for framing from the Bible.
Character Sketches from the Life of Daniel. EGW - compiled by Steve Wallace $14.30.
Child of the Crossfire –Alcyon Ruth Fleck $22 Forced to march 24 hours with live bombs strapped to his back, Oscar
still would not talk. A quest to find God.
Child’s Poems- $8.20 Instructive values taught in poetry.
Choice Stories for Children -$15 Stories for the caring parent, each story contains an important lesson designed to
build good character
Choice Stories for Family -$17 Originally titled “Sabbath Readings” A collection of nearly 60 stories & over 30 poems,
gathered from church papers.
Coals of Fire -$13 17 true stories of returning good for evil, Elizabeth Bauman.
Daniel and His Education. -S N Haskell. $2.95 From the Story of Daniel the Prophet
Ellen, the Girl with Two Angels –Mabel R. Miller $12.95 “Ellen” Jesus promised, “Your Angel will always be with you
& I will send an extra angel anytime you’re in danger”.
Ellen White Stories - P Ricchiuti $15 each Two books in one - stories from Ellen’s life, large print, colour
pictures Three books available: (1) Tig’s Tale/Where’s Moo Cow, (2) Mr Squirrel’s Treasure/Ellen’s Miracle Horse, (3)
Camp Meeting Angel/The Little Girl Who Giggled.
Ellen Friend of Angels – P Ricchiuti $15 Smaller print full book.
Escape –A Van der Jagt $22 The adventures of three Huegenot children fleeing religious persecution, based on historical
facts.
Ellen, Trial & Triumph on the American Frontier Paul B. Ricchiuti $18 Unique look at Mrs. White, filled with the
flavour of the late 1800’s with the portrait of a real flesh and blood person.

Fourteen (14) Things Witches Don’t Want Parents to Know David Benoit $28 This book reveals how Satan is
indoctrinating children and youth into witchcraft through the mediums of cartoons, toys and games.
Gentle Measures - (SL) Jacob Abbott $16.50 How to apply God-given authority in a Christ-like manner.
Gone to the Zoo - Lucy Ann Conley $14.30 HB Short moral stories for young reader.
Happy Hours at Home –I. C. Byrum $10 Shares the experiences of a family; develops character by slaying the giants of
untruth, selfishness, hate and pride
Heroes of Faith Series- $11 each David Livingstone – Missionary/Explorer, George Muller–man of Faith, Martin
Luther–The great reformer.
Honesty the Best Policy –M. E. Ropes $10 A collection of character building reprints from the 19thCentury.
House we Live in based on writings of J.H. Kellogg M.D. $18 Boys and Girls need to know all about, and how to care
for the body that God has created for us.
I Am Memory Book N.A. Woychuk M.A Th.D $22 For Pre-schoolers to help them become personally acquainted with
the Lord Jesus Christ.
Ideal & Moral Lessons –A.L. Byers $15 Bible Stories, little sermons, descriptions of nature, various industries etc. make
this book a classic.
Illustrated Bible Chapters For Children - Songbook & Tape/CD Sets - David & Alice Meyer $21.50 each - 1
Corinthians 13, Psalm 91, The Beatitudes, Psalm 139, Isaiah 53, Psalm 23, The Lord’s Prayer, Ten Commandments, The
Temptations of Jesus. Tapes on special at $15, down from $21.50.
It Must Have Been an Angel -Lloyd. $15.45 True stories of the very real help of angels in human history.
Janice’s Attic DVDs. Teaching children the basic character qualities, together with important information on health and
nature. Full series on DVD $190, or 2 program/show DVDs at $25 each. Videos going cheap, please enquire.
Jesus Friend of Children Arthur S. Maxwell $12 Stories for young readers, from “The Bible Story”.
Jesus is My Friend Darrel Tank & Suzanne Perdew $10 Each colouring book has a story and accompanying activity
page, including a family activity section. Ages 3-7
King’s Daughter and Other Stories for Girls Various $14 Over 40 character building stories for girls or family worship
times.
Libby & His Bush Friends –Cecily Harker $20 Rich stories, photographs, object lessons and Bible texts.
Like Lambs to the Slaughter Johanna Michaelsen $7.50 Deals with the infiltration of New Age and the occult into
the education system.
Luther the Leader –Virgil Robinson $14 Martin Luther was a pioneer among Christians of his age, a consistent witness
that will inspire your children.
Little House Series -Laura Ingalls Wilder. $90 Delightful true stories of American Pioneer Life. 9 Volumes.
Little Journeys into Story land. Reynolds &Paddock $12 40 well illustrated stories that live and lift; short biographical
sketches of prominent black people, incidents of history, missionary effort.
Making Home Happy - Mrs. L. D. Avery-Stuttle $14.50 Spirit of God transforms Paul & Emma’s parents, from stern
and cold to warm and loving with God’s healing grace. Also Making Home Peaceful.
Mallards and their Neighbours - Neil Wayne Northey $17 Makes learning about nature fun! Describes the wonders of
wildlife around the pond in a simple way.
The Man that Rum Made Mrs. Avery-Stuttle & J. E. White Editors $16 Life changing, heart touching, children’s
Character classics designed to build character.
Margie Asks Why –Laura Rocke Winn $22 Young people, face-to-face with pain and loss in a world created by a loving
God, will find their questions answered.
Men of Science, Men of God Henry Morris $15.75 Short biographies of great scientists who believed the Bible.
Missionary Stories with the Millers – $10.70 Adventures of real Christian Missionaries.
Morning Time Devotions - Two sets available, both 4 tapes, $54 ea - "God’s Gift to Children" and "I Need Jesus"
Tapes for the little ones to listen to and learn about Jesus.
My Bible Friends Coloring Book Etta B. Degering $7 Pictures taken from the familiar series “My Bible Friends”.
21 Great Scientists Who Believed the Bible Ann Lamont $33 Many common product’s, and important scientific
discoveries we take for granted came from the dedicated efforts of Bible believing scientists.
Nature’s Quest James & Pricilla Tucker $33 HB Junior Devotional, Exciting voyage through creation.
Night Preacher –Louise Vernon -$17 An endearing account of Menno Simons, leader of the Anabaptists, as seen through
the eyes of his children.
Nobody Loves Me –Mrs. O. F. Walton $12 Illustrated character-building story set in the times of yesteryear.
Paddletail Beaver & His Neighbours Neil Wayne Northey $17 Teaches us the principle f right living, and how to be
open, caring and show good manner, no matter what happens.
Paula the Waldensian –Eva Lecomte $13 Self-centered family in France takes a young orphaned cousin who holds fast
her faith and influences their lives.
Pilgrim’s Progress -Bunyan. $10 to $15, depending on version. Unabridged or abridged Editions.
Pioneer Stories –Arthur W. Spalding $22 A history of the SDA Church, written for children.
Please Read to Me Books - $9 each Nature and the world around us, designed big picture and small words. Choose
from: Farm animals. Kittens are Like That, Little Duck, Little Kitten, Little Lamb, Little Puppy, Little Rabbit, Puppies
are Like That, The Truck Book.
Proverbs For Parenting Barbara Decker $34 HB Topical guide for child raising from the book of Proverbs.
Prudence and the Millers –$10.70 Stories and Lessons on courtesy, health & safety. Workbook available Ages 7-14
Reproduction -(SL) $10 A Guide Book for teaching children the reproductive system.

Restless Missionary –Virgil Robinson $19 Armed with the Hebrew Bible & an unquenchable thirst for the truth, Joseph,
the son of a Rabbi, begins a journey that includes his religious conversion & life threatening situations.
Robby –V.C. Meyer $18 A true story of friendship between a robin and his human family. Opens a window into Heaven!
Sabbath Reading For the Home Circle – See “Choice Stories for the Family”
Scrapbook Stories –E. Lloyd $14 These stories which date back more than 100 years, help your children develop moral
character.
School Days with the Millers- $10.70 Ages 7-14 Miller children learn lessons at school and home.
Sanctuary Series –Arla M. Van Etten $39 Carefully crafted work finds Jesus in every aspect of the Sanctuary. Easy to
understand format with activities, texts and references.
“Scrub” –Forrest Halvorsen Sr. $12 The story of a Northern Michigan white-tailed deer.
Secret Church –Louise A Vernon $13 The story of an Anabaptist movement of more than 400 years ago.
Singer on the Sand –Norma Youngberg $20 True story of a missionary family who were persecuted for their faith and
their miraculous delivery from the seashore when a devastating tidal wave strikes the island.
Sower Series -$14.30 each Abraham Lincoln, Christopher Columbus, David Livingstone, George Friderick Handel,
George Washington, Johnny Appleseed, Florence Nightingale, Isaac Newton, Susanna Wesley, The Wright Brothers,
Louis Pasteur, George Washington Carver, Samuel Morse.
Spirit of Prophecy Emphasis Stories N Youngberg. $18 each (set of 4) Many interesting stories about the life and
experiences of Ellen White from her birth to her marriage to James White and their work together and missionary stories
of the early Advent movement. Written especially for primary school children, to foster interest in Ellen White’s writings.
Stories of my Grandmother Ella M. Robinson $20 Happy memories of E.G. White, remembered through the eyes of
her grand daughter.
Stories Worth Re-reading –Various $19 Inspiring, instructional and entertaining. One of the best selections of oldfashioned, character building stories
Story Book –Arthur S. Maxwell $14 Illustrated character building stories, form excerpts from the “Bedtime Stories”.
Story of Joseph –James Edson White - $12 - Sold into slavery, the shepherd boy Joseph recalls the lessons of his youth
to help through his tumultuous life.
Storytime with the Millers.– M Martin $9 Book for younger readers. Ages 4-8
Studies in Character Building –Ella Eaton Kellogg $27 An epitome of studies & lectures given at “Haskell Home
Training School for Missionaries”.
The Name Book- $18 Over 1,200 names with their own message, meaning, spiritual connotation and Bible passage.
Thunderstorm in the Church Louise A. Vernon $13 The life of the great reformer Martin Luther is told, as seen
through the eyes of young Hans.
Tiger and Tom and Other Stories for Boys $12 This collection of stories will delight and entertain children, and help
boys in particular, with their morals and character.
Tip Lewis and His Lamp –‘Pansy’ $14.50 Story about an idle mischievous 14yr old and how God woos him.
Titus: A Comrade of the Cross Florence Kingsley $14 Meet a Jesus who went about touching human hearts, leaving
healing and hope behind Him everywhere.
Tom’s Revenge and Other Stories for Children –Various $17 Original reproduction of the 1910 edition with its oldfashioned character building stories.
Touching Incidents $10 Stories with lessons to learn. Answers to prayer and true touching stories.
True Story of Nickel –Nancy Savage $22 A baby buffalo thought he was a dog, true life adventure of an orphaned bison
and the family who raised him.
Waldenses The Church in the Wilderness(SL) $8.50 For children ages 4-14.The story of the Waldenses and their stand
for truth, illustrated with the life cycle of the eagle, the Bible symbol for the church in the wilderness.
What the Bible says about Child Training Richard Fugate $25 Biblical answers for parent’s questions.
Who’s watching the Playpen? David Bennoit $19 This Biblically based book will help parents to identify the influence
that Satan is using in the media to destroy their children.
Wild Creatures in Winter Neil Wayne Northey $16 Animals that are active in wintertime, Teaches us thriftiness and to
work now for the future.
Wildlife on the Farm – M Druist.$13.50 Short moral stories for young readers.
William Of Orange –W. G. an de Hulst $17 The Prince who gave everything he had for Protestantism, including his life,
deserves a thankful place in our hearts
Wisdom and the Millers – M Martin. $10.70 Mennonite book of Character building stories based on Proverbs.
Within the Palace Gates Anna Pierpont Siviter $20 The Story of Nehemiah, cupbearer to King Artaxerxes. It will
encourage children to open their Bibles.

Health
Books
Animal Connection Drs. Agatha & Calvin Thrash $11 The proven link between cancer and other diseases from animal,
and man culmination of a 20 year study.
Breast Care –Kate Udall $10 Outlines how to significantly reduce your risk of breast cancer, cysts, and related
conditions.

Burkitt, Cancer, Fiber Ethel R. Nelson, M.D. $33 A humble surgeon changed the world, with research on the viral link
to a childhood lymphoma & on dietary fiber deficiency.
Clothing the Child- S.E.M. $3.50 Informative booklet with reasons for proper clothing of children.
Complete Soapmaker –Norma Coney $33 Everything you need to know to begin making your own soap, from basic
bars to special hand-milled varieties.
Consumer’s Dictionary to Food Additives $33
Creator’s Masterpiece –Dr. Vernon Sparks $13 The knowledge and understanding of our bodies is vital to our physical
and spiritual well being.
Depression the Way Out Neil Nedley M.D. $51 Excellent book for those suffering from depression, explains the brain
and how it works, the causes and effects of depression and of course a natural way out.
Diabetes & Hypoglycemic Syndrome Drs Agatha & Calvin Thrash $33 Nearly 40 years of medical practice culminates
in this treatment of diabetes and hypoglycemia.
Diet & Heart Disease John A. Scharffenberg M.D. $9 Most important risk factor for heart disease is our diet.
Dieting -$3 Victory from the jaws of defeat, how to lose weight, and never find it.
Disease and its Causes –E.G. White $9 Read what the pen of inspiration has to say about prevention.
Don’t Drink Your Milk Frank A. Oski M.D. $20 New frightening medical facts about the world’s most overrated
nutrient.
Eating For Good Health Winston J. Craig $20 A low-fat vegetarian diet can lower the risk of chronic diseases. Read
also about food safety, herbs & vitamins
Excitotoxins –R.L. Blaylock M.D. $38 The taste that kills. How MSG, NutraSweet, etc damage nerve cells and relate to
neurodegenerative diseases.
Fatigue: Its Causes, Treatment & Prevention Thrash $11
Fertility, Contraception & Abortion Thrash $8 Outstanding reference work on these 3 very important female
reproduction system subjects.
Food Allergies Made Simple –Thrash $11 The complete diagnosis, treatment and prevention of food allergies.
Food Combining & Digestion –Steve Meyserowitz $17 Navigate through your meals for optimum digestion and truly
turn your health around.
Food For Thought –Susan Jen $21 Answers many common questions, by a health care professional.
Good Cholesterol Bad Cholesterol Roth M.D, Lankin R.N $35 A practical easy to understand reference on adapting a
low cholesterol life-style. Reducing the risk of heart disease.
Genetic Engineering, Food & Our Environment Luke Anderson $18
Highlights the social, environmental & health implication arising from the introduction of genetically engineered crops in
food & agriculture.
Healing the Broken Brain Elden M. Chalmer Ph. D $26 How to repair shattered nerves and build new, healthy ones,
shows how the brain forms habits that can destroy or heal.
Healthy Lifestyle, The – SonLight - $29 In-depth study on the eight laws of health, based on the Bible, SOP, & other
studies.
Healthy Living in a Toxic World Cynthia E. Fincher Ph. D $31 HB Simple ways t protect yourself from toxins in
everyday products causing headaches, nausea, fatigue, cancer & others.
Heart of the Matter –Marilyn Johnson $16 Everything you need to know about heart attack, and how to prevent one, in
easy to understand language.
How to Kill Your Loved Ones and Get Away With It - Errol Stanford Ph. D N.D. $28 Sound, practical and proven
health and nutrition on over 60 common health conditions today, including killers.
How to Quit Smoking –John J. Grosboll $4 Practical steps and solutions, if you feel bound. Would you quit smoking if
you knew there was a foolproof way?
In Bad Taste –George Schwartz M.D. $32 MSG is a major cause of treatable & preventative illness, such as headaches,
asthma, epilepsy, heart irregularities, depression, rage reactions, and ADHD. The use of MSG in foods has doubled since
1988, know what you are eating!
Is Ritalin Necessary? Billie J. Sahley Ph. D $22 Why Ritalin and other drugs are not the answer to ADD& ADHD.
It’s all in Your Head –Dr. Hal A. Huggins $25 A look at research on mercury toxicity and dental amalgams, with past,
present scientific findings.
Mad Cowboy –Howard F. Lyman $51 HB An inspirational story of personal transformation and a convincing call to
action for a plant based diet.
Mad Cows and Milk Gate – Virgil Hilse M.D. MPH FACPM $43 An authoritative account of the current public health
danger in the dairy and beef industries. Rvsd 2nd Ed
Making Natural Liquid Soaps Catherine Failor $29 Learn how to make herbal shower gels, conditioning shampoos,
moisturizing hand soaps and more.
Meat on the Menu: Who Needs it? Raymond H. Woolsey $4 The advantages of a vegetarian diet and the disadvantages
of meat eating, cancer, heart disease, and food poisoning.
Milk, the Deadly Poison Robert Cohen $43 HB Investigate to what end billions of dairy industry dollars have been
used to influence Congress and the FDA.
Mind and the Eight Laws- (SL) $ 8 Large print workbook with spiritual emphasis suitable for primary age children.
Moove over Milk -$33 Startling evidence about milk and: Osteoporosis; diabetes; cancer; heart disease; allergies and
more.

Mystical Medicine –Warren Peters M.D $18 Written as a documentation of Dr. Peters own quest for a truthful
knowledge of healing.
Naturally Clean Home Karyn Siegell-Maier $33 101 safe and easy herbal formulas for nontoxic cleansers.
Natural Health Bible Bratman,M.D. & Kroll Ph. D $46 Recent scientific studies have demonstrated that many herbs,
vitamins & supplements are safe and effective natural treatments for many of today’s common health conditions & are
powerful weapons in the battle against specific diseases.
Natural Healthcare for Your Child Thrash with Phylis Austin $23 Information on prevention of disease from birth to
teens.
Natural Hormone Replacement Jonathan Wright & John Morgenthaler $22 Shows how natural hormone replacement
(NHR) offers a safe and effective alternative for the treatment of menopause
Nutrition and Wellness –Winston J. Craig $39 A vegetarian way to better health. Discover the way to health and
happiness called “wellness.
Nutrition for Vegetarians –Thrash $23 Keep a low-fat, high fiber diet; considerations for pregnancy. Diabetes; weight
control and much more.
Plants and Health.-A.C. Sas $45 Comprehensive Textbook, includes 342 herbs, vegetables and fruits (illustrated)
Plants and Health – Study Guide -A C Sas $7. Companion to the above.
Plugged Arteries & Clogged Immune System –Milton Crane $40 Explains how arteries get plugged & immune
systems clog.
Poison with a Capital “C” –Thrash $7 The Drs Thrash present their case against coffee and other brown drinks, as a
health message.
Prescription For Dietary Wellness Phyllis Balch C.N.C. & James Balch M.D $40 Practical guide and cookbook
packed with vital facts, helpful suggestions and delicious recipes.
Prescription for Nutritional Healing - $43 A complete guide to health.
Proof Positive –Neil Nedley M.D. $100 HB How to reliably combat disease and achieve optimal health through nutrition
and life-style.
Refreshing Water –SonLight - $4 Biblical study of water, excerpt from The Healthy Lifestyle.
Reproduction- (SL) $10 A Guide Book for teaching children
Simple Diet, A spectacular Plan –E.G.W $10 A special compilation that includes the essence of health principles and
God’s plan for well being.
Sprouts, the Miracle Food Steve Meyeowitz $28 You can enjoy pounds of delicious young organic vegetables that
supply enrichment for our health and longevity.
True Education Health Series-S.E.M. $85 - 13 Booklet set on parts of the body. Learn from the scriptures, discover the
scientific facts, and look after your body accordingly.
Understanding the Body Organs and the 8 Laws Of Health -Celeste Lee $20 Deals with both the function of the
organs and God’s plan
Wellness to Fitness –Melvin Beltz M.D. $33 Live to the utmost, perform daily duties with enough energy left for
enjoyment, how? Read and find out!
What Your Doctor May Not Tell You About Menopause. AND What Your Doctor May Not Tell You
About Premenopause (2 books) John R. Lee M.D $29 each Packed with sensible solutions that work, cutting edge
revelations on women’s health.
Wheat Grass, Natures Finest Medicine Steve Meyerowitz $28 The complete guide to using grasses to revitalize your
health.
Why Christians Get Sick Dr. George H. Malkmus $20 One of the most important health books all Christians need.
Your Body’s Many Cries for Water F. Batmanghelidj $23 Explains that a lack of water is the root cause of many of the
painful degenerative diseases that afflict man

CDs and DVDs

STEPFAST Lifestyle Series DVD program - $120 Author: Barbara Paille (Watson)
This dynamic, interactive, 12-part DVD series will teach you how to live in harmony with the natural laws of health.
Learn to enjoy a delicious, plant-based diet, engage in a simple, energizing exercise program, and be empowered by a
disciplined spiritual life. With 3 DVDs and a companion CD-ROM, you have the ideal resource for a Personal Wellness
Program, sharing with others, or conducting a Lifestyle Seminar. Features leading experts in prevention and wellness,
such as Drs. Neil Nedley, David DeRose, J.Scharffenburg, W. Craig, and others.

Vegetarian Cuisine and Natural Remedies Computer CD-Rom - Windows or Mac $50
Vegetarian cuisine as you've never seen it! Hundreds of vegetarian recipes from Hartland Wellness Center and Leaves of
the Tree of Life cookbooks. Contains over 500 vegan recipes and covers topics such as home health care, the use of herbs,
digestion, and of course, trust in God. Natural remedies library included for home health care & lifestyle and health.
Cooking Demonstration DVDs – enquire with us

Natural Remedies
A Physician Explains EGW's Counsel on Drugs, Herbs & Natural Remedies - Mervyn Hardinge $25
Abundant Health –Julius Gilbert White $27 Restores a measure of the natural immunity to disease by the simple use of
healthful foods.
Activated Charcoal –David Cooney $17 A layman’s introduction to the effectiveness of activated charcoal as used in
medical application.
Against the Grain Marc Lappe, Ph.D. & Britt Bailey $33 Biotechnology and manipulation of your food. A serious risk
to human health and the ecosystem.
All About Herbs, Charcoal, Medications & Drugs Vernon Sparks M.D. 22 A compilation of E.G. White’s counsels.
Amazing Charcoal C. Gary Hullquist M.D. $5 Charcoal has an honoured place in emergency rooms for poisoning, find
out about this amazing antidote.
Art of Massage –John Harvey Kellogg $33 A delicate skill covered comprehensively in all its physiological effects, with
illustrated techniques.
Back To Eden –Jethro Kloss $33 The new revised edition, classic guide to herbal medicine, natural foods and home
remedies.
Caffeine Blues –Stephen Cherniske, M.S. $29 Wake up to the hidden dangers of Australia’s number 1 drug. A natural
component of drugs, soft drinks, candy & many other products.
Colon Hygiene -J H Kellogg. $17.50 Physiology of the colon and methods of combating intestinal inactivity.
Elements of Hydrotherapy for Nurses George Knapp Abbott A.B., M.D. $20 Treatments for many diseases using
hydrotherapy are described in detail as a guide for the nursing profession
Encyclopedia of Healing Juices John Heinerman $56 HB From a medical anthropologist, nature’s own healing juices
for 100’s of today’s most common health problems.
Garlic –C. Gary Hullquist $23 Garlic is drawing attention the attention of the scientific world as a potential antibiotic,
anticancer, antioxidant etc
Get Well At Home Richard A. Hansen M.D. $40 Handbook for preventive medicine and natural life-style changes for
lay people and the experienced medical practitioners.
God’s Healing Leaves Robert McClintock N.D. $19 An easy-to use guide. Christian based and New-Age-Free. Safe
dosage suggestions and a philosophy of science.
Herbal Health Louise Tenney, M.H. $33 revised. The essential reference guide to understanding herbs used for medical
purposes, 3rd edition.
Home Remedies –Thrash $27 Simple and effective drug free remedies relying on the bodies own defenses, with no side
effects.
Hydrotherapy C. Dail M.D. & C. Thomas Ph. D $24 Hydrotherapy helps you to effectively overcome many of the
common diseases that plague us today. Simple treatments.
Hydrotherapy in the Home -Peterson. $10.50 A small book teaching water treatment techniques ,easy to understand.
Juicing Book, The – $20 Shows how you can get the most nutritional value from apples to zucchini, and practically
everything in between
Manual of Hydrotherapy and Massage –Moor, Peterson et al $28 A teaching aid in the instruction of students in
schools of nursing and physical therapy.
More Natural Remedies Thrash with Phylis Austin $15 What to do to prevent and treat diseases naturally.
Natural Remedies Thrash with Phylis Austin $15 Simple, effective and easy-to-do remedies that you have heard about
for years, but have never tried.
Natural Treatments for Hypertension Thrash $30 A complete program for natural control and drug-free living

Place of Herbs In Rational Therapy E.G.W $3 By utilizing the natural herbs in diet and therapy, you can replace
many man-made remedies.
Practical Home Healing. Margaret Wright. $15 How to treat common physical problems without medical help.
RX Charcoal –Thrash $15 Startling new facts about the world’s most powerful and clinical absorbent, charcoal.
Scientific Validating of Herbal Medicine Daniel B. Mowrey PhD -$33 Prevent disease with herbs, vitamins, minerals
and nutrients.
Use of Drugs in the Care of the Sick E.G.W $13 E.G. White was shown that more people died from the drug taking
than all other causes combined.
Uses of Water in Health & Disease J.H. Kellogg $20 A careful & candid account of the nature of water & its
physiological effects when used as a remedy for disease.
Use & Safety of Common Herbs & Herbal Teas Winston J. Craig $20 This book shows the proper use and therapeutic
need for herb teas as a dietary supplement.

Nutrition and Cooking
100% Vegetarian –Julianne Pickle $15 Find out how easy it is to eat naturally and healthfully from the foods offered by
the local grocery store.
Absolutely Vegetarian –Lorine Tadej $20 A complete guide to maintaining a strict vegetarian life-style, low-fat nondairy.
Back to Eden Cookbook- Jethro Kloss $10 More than 240 recipes on how to prepare simple, economical & nutritional
foods, without artificial products.
Best Gourmet Recipes From Five Loaves Deli & Bakery -Neva Brackett $39 Spiral From an SDA establishment, you
will be blessed by great vegetarian, vegan and low-fat cuisine.
Best of Silver Hills Cookbook Eileen Debbie Brewer $27 Delicious vegetarian cuisine from the Silver Hills Guest
House in British Columbia.
CalciYum! –David & Rachelle Bronfman $43 Delicious calcium-rich dairy-free vegetarian recipes.
Choices, Quick & Healthy Cooking Cheryl Thomas Peters R.D. $28 Low in cholesterol, fat and sodium meals in 30
minutes or less. Comes with coupons for great vegetarian foods.
Cooking With Natural Foods 1&2 Compiled by Muriel Beltz $33 each An ideal eating program for preventive lifestyle and weight and stress control.
Country Kitchen Collection Phil & Eileen Brewer $27 Spiral Fantastically delicious and nutritious vegetarian meals.
Country Life Vegetarian Cookbook Diana J. Fleming editor $22 Spiral Collection of popular vegetarian recipes used
in the many Country Life Vegetarian Restaurants.
Distinctive Vegetarian Cuisine Sue M. Weir $25 Over 300 recipes, completely vegan, and no irritating spices. With
nutritional information.
Diet by Design – Teach Services $30 An up-to-date diet and health resource using fruits, nuts and natural foods, complete
with fruit and recipe guidelines
Fun with Kids in the Kitchen Judi Rodgers $43 Cookbook with scrumptious recipes that gets kids excited about
preparing healthy menus.
Guilt Free Gourmet V.B. Griffin Ph. D MACN & GM Griffin $47 spiral
Scientific research showing that a diet rich in plant foods can actually help lower stress & reverse stress related damage to
our body & brain. A vegan cook & resource book.
Incredible Edibles –Eriann Hullquist $37 Carefully developed and tested in the author’s home kitchen.
Meatless Burgers –Louise Hagler $22
Over 50 quick and easy recipes for one of the favorite foods.
Meatless Meals for Working People D. Wasserman & C Stahler $26 Quick and easy vegetarian recipes, also includes
information on vegetarian & Vegan menu items found at restaurants.
Milk Recipes from Nuts & Seeds Edith V. Edwards $21 Months of research and testing brings us many excellent recipes
that provide alternatives to milk.
More Choices, For A Health Low-Fat You J. A. Peters $28 Low in cholesterol, fat, sodium, tasty meals in 30 minutes
or less.
NEWSTART Life Style Cookbook Weimar Institute $46. With these recipes, Weimar has developed more than a diet
plan - they’ve developed a new way to live !
Oats, Peas, Beans & Barley Cookbook Edyth Young Cottrall $30 450 recipes using nature’s best and most economical
foods.
Quick-n-Easy Natural Recipes Lorrie Knunsten $7 These recipes use only a handful of ingredients and take just
minutes to prepare.
Recipes for Life from God’s Garden Rhonda J. Malkmus $54 More than 400 great-tasting vegetarian recipes, mostly
from raw fruits and vegetables.
Raw Gourmet –Naomi Shannon $54 The Lord provides us with an abundance of foods that are bursting with flavour &
nutrients, but few of us manage to preserve these qualities when we cook, so let’s learn how!
Simply Vegan –D. Wasserman $28 Guide to a nonviolent, environmentally sound, human life-style, with great recipes!
Something Better-Katy Chamberlain $19.50 God’s original design includes chapters on live foods and food combining.
Something Better Evelyn Earl and Neva Brackett $14.50 A natural food recipe Book.

Sproutmen's Kitchen Garden Cookbook Steve Meyewitz $32 How to prepare sprout breads, cookies, soups, salads and
250 other low-fat, dairy-free vegetarian recipes.
Strict Vegetarianism- $19.50 God’s blueprint for the Christian.
Tastefully Vegan Kathryn & Gerard McLane $48 Spiral Gain the talent of making healthy foods taste good!
Taste and See, Allergy Relief Cooking Penny King $26 Spiral A comprehensive volume designed to cover almost
anyone’s food allergies and provide some workable solutions.
Ten Talents Cookbook Frank & Rosalie Hurd $48 The original and classic vegetarian cookbook.
Tofu Cookery –Louise Hagler $35 A staple of the Oriental diet for thousands of years, in 200 delicious and easy recipes.
Tofu Quick & Easy –Louise Hagler $20 Tofu is low in calories and cholesterol free, another 120 new recipes.
Vegetarian Cooking School Cookbook Danny & Charise Vierra $26 From the “Modern Manna Ministry”, it is not a
diet but a life-style. The best of what they have taught thousands
Vegan’s Delight- compiled by O. Alridge $20 Simple recipes with common ingredients, a very useful and popular book.
Vegetarian For Life Darlene Blaney R.H.N. $ 33 Spiral Over 150 delicious vegan-vegetarian dishes. Learn quick &
easy recipes that will motivate you to a new life-style change.
Vegan In Volume Chef Nancy Berkoff R.D. $43 Vegetarian recipes for all occasions plus 125 great tasting vegan
recipes.
Whole Foods For Whole People Lucy Fuller $24 Learn how you can live longer, healthier, by using natural resources.

Music
CDs and DVDs
Scripture Songs – CD plus SONGBOOK
Illustrated Bible Chapters For Children Songbook & CD Sets -By David & Alice Meyer $21.50 for the CDs, or $15
for cassettes (while cassette stocks last).
1 Corinthians 13, Psalm 91, The Beatitudes, Psalm 139, Isaiah 53, Psalm 23, The Lord’s Prayer, Ten Commandments, The
Temptations of Jesus.
MUSIC CD’S (enquire for details)
22 Hymns of Faith & Assurance -$28
A Day at the Beach -$38
A Heart to Praise -$32
A New Song -$34
A Night of Symphony -$38
A Walk in the Forest $38
Abide With Me -$40
Adagio -$34
All Things Bright and Beautiful -$34
Almighty Unchangable God -$32
Amazing Love -$34
An Offering -$34
Bach at Bedtime -$32
Bach for the Morning & Handel for the Evening 2 CD’S - $53
Bach II -$28
Baroque Music -$34
Be Still My Soul -$34
Be Strong in the Lord -$32
Be Thou Exalted -$34
Beside Still Waters -$32
Best Soundforth, The Vol. 1 -$30
Blessed Assurance -$32
But Continue Thou -$32
Chopin -$34
Chosen 4 One -$27
Clam Meadows -$34
Classical Brass -$34
Classical Hymns -$34
Classical Memories -$34
Classical Music -$35
Classical Strings -$32
Collections from the Psalter -$34
Come Celebrate -$32

Concerto of Praise -$34
Crown Him -$32
Day He Wore My Crown, The -$32
Draw me Nearer -$25
Faithful I Will Be -$34
Favourite Hymns & Anthems -$36
Favourite Hymns for all Seasons -$29
Favourite Hymns Waters Family $15tp
Favourite Scripture Songs Waters Family CD $27
Favourites Yours & Ours -$32
For His Honour- Looking at You $37
For the Beauty of the Earth -$34
Fountains of Praise -$32
Glorious Things -$32
Glory Song -$37
God Gives A Song -$32
Grace Suffcient -$34
Hale&Wilder Legacy 4 CDs $38
Hale & Wilder Sing Christmas -$38
Handel’s Messiah -2 CD $63
Harmony At Home Waters Family $27 CD $20 Tape
Hearts on Fire, McLeod -$23
Herald’s, The - Higher Ground -$34
Here I Am -$28
Highlights Fr Handel’s Messiah $35
His Living Word Waters Family $27 CD $20 Tape
His way is Perfect -$32
Holy City, The -$34
Hymnmakers Series 1-6 -$34 each
Hymns and Bible Songs -$32
Hymns for all Seasons -$32
Hymns For Hope and Harp -$38
Hymns in Brass 1 & 2 -$34 each
Hymns Just For You -$34
Hymns on the Cathedral Organ -$38
Hymns Through the Centuries -$38
Hymns Triumphant Vol.1& 2 -$36 ea
Hymnworks II -$34
I Sing the Mighty Power of God -$34
I Will Love The Lord -$34
I’ve Anchored My Soul -$32
Impressions -$32
In Awesome Wonder -$32
In My Fathers Arms -$34
Instrument of Peace -$36
Instrument of Wonder -$35
Instrumental Praise -$34
Israel In Egypt -2 CD’S $50
Jesus I Come -$34
Joyful & Triumphant -$32
Life Becomes More Simple -$32
Lift Up Your Voice -$34
Lord is My Light, The -$37
Lover Of My Soul -$35
Lullaby -$36
Made Me Free -$32
Majesty & Glory, The -$36
Majesty & Glory of the Resurrection $34
Majesty Strings I, II& III -$32 each
May Jesus Christ Be Praised -$32
Meditations -2 CD $42
Meditations for Orchestra -$34
Meet ME There -$28
Men Sing Vol. 1 -$32
Moments With The Saviour -$34

My Great Redeemer’s Praise -$32
My Great Redeemers Praise II -$37
Nothing Between -$34
O Divine Redeemer -$34
On MY Journey Home -$32
Open Our Eye’s Lord -$38
Our Great Saviour -$34
Pachelbel Canon/Orchestral $34
Peaceful Sounds, When Trouble Comes $34
Piano Presence - $30
Piano Reflections -$30
Power of Classical Music, The -$25
Psalms of Everlasting Joy -$28
Quiet Colors -$34
Quiet Moments -$34
Quiet Time -$34
Quietude -$21
Reflections -$39
Relax With the Classics: Andante, Adagio, Largo, Interlude, Classical Impressions, Classical Melodies, Classical Rythms,
Pianissimo $34 ea
Relax With The Classics: Collection 1: 4 CDs $100, Collection 2: 4 CDs $100
River is Wide, The -$34
Romantic Piano -$38
Roses and Solitude -$34
Rudy Atwood Piano with the Ralph Carmicheal String Quartet -$32
Sacred Duos -$28
Sacred Head -$35
Scripture Meditations -$34
Scripture Songs, Valliant 1to 5 $29 ea
Seasons of Festivity -$36
Shepherd’s Prayer -$34
Show Thyself Strong -$32
Sing to the Lord -$34
Sing Ye Choirs Exaltant -$34
Soldiers of the Cross -$15
Songs of the Advent Pioneers -$34
Sounds of Trinity, The -36
Spirit of the Living God -$38
Splendor of Sacred Song, The -$37
Strength for Today Bright Hope for Tomorrow -$32
Thanks Be To God -$35
There’s a Song in the Air -$23
Together in Praise -$34
Together in Praise -$37
Trump Shall Resound, The -$34
Victorious Strings -$32
Vivaldi -$28
Warmth of Winter, The -$34
Water is Wide, The -$34
Way We Were, The -$34
We Will Serve the Lord -$42
We Would See Jesus -$32
What Heavenly Music -$32
When Jesus Comes -$34
Where Jesus Walked -$32
Whisper of the Heart - $34
Wind of Heaven, The -$38
Wings as Eagles - $32
With Pipes and Voices -$36
World’s Greatest Hymns, The -$36
Worship Hymns for Organ -$37
Worship the King – $34
Worthy of Praise –$34
You Made the Mountain For Me Vol.1 $28, Vol. 2 $28

Theory & Sheet
MUSIC THEORY
SonLight Books
(1)What is Music? $4
(2) How does Sound Make Music? $4,
(3) Musical & Non-musical sounds $4.50
(4) The Staff, Grand Staff and Lines $4
(5) Treble and Bass Clef $4.50
(6) The Whole Note and Rest $4.50
(7) ½, ¼, and 1/8 Notes & Rests $4.50
(8) The Dotted Half Note and Rest $4.50 (9) Review Notes and Rests $4.50
(10) Pulse and Time Signature $4.50
(11) Review $2
(12) Nature’s Music $23
MUSIC (LEARNING)
101 Hymn Stories -$27.50 Inspiring, factual experiences that prompted the writing of 101 favourite hymns. Music
included.
101 More Hymn Stories $21.50
More hymn stories similar to the above.
Amazing Grace, The Life of John Newton in story and song Songbook with Tape $26 or: Tape $16 Book $12
Easilearn Theory.
Fundamentals Prep
$11 Fundamentals Grade 1
$15
Fundamentals Grade 2
$17
Fundamentals Grade 3
$17
Flash Cards Grade 1
$9
Theory Flash Cards Grade 2 $9
Hymnplayer Series $14.50 each book
Hymns with some theory.
Beginning Hymnplayer Books 1,2,3
Primary Hymnplayer Books 1,2,3
Intermediate Hymnplayer Books 1,2,3 Advanced Hymnplayer Books 1,2,3
Junior Hymn Books. $13 each book Starts very basic, well known hymns.
Books in Levels 1,2,3,4, and 5
Listen and Learn Part 1&2 (SL) $8 each Scripture portions to music
Music Principles Lessons (SL) $10 Teaching Truth through music for older students and adults. Contents include the
purpose of music, the character of music, words and performance.
Scripture Songbook Vol. 1-5 Valliant Records $15 Take a passage from the Bible, Old and New Testament, and set
them to music.
SDA Hymnal – Pocket Sized $36 – current SDA Hymnal.
She Hath Done what She Could. The life of Fanny J Crosby in story and song. Songbook with music $26 or: Tape
$16, Book $12
Table Tunes Tape. Multiplication Tables 0-12 $12. Songbook $6. Multiplication Sheets – use with above items $4

Outdoors
CDs & DVDs
Moody Science DVDs. $25 each
20 different titles on differing topics.
For example (others at www.lmn.org)
-City of the Bees – Visit an insect ‘city’ and discover differences in animal versus human relationships.
-Dust or Destiny – The wonders of creation, testimony to a living God – fish laying eggs on land etc.

Field Guides
A Photographic Guide to Trees of Australia – by Grieg, 144 pages
A Photographic Guide to Mammals of Australia – by Strahan, 134 pages
A Photographic Guide to Birds of Australia – by Rowland, 144 pages
A Photographic Guide to Snakes and Reptiles of Australia – by Swan, 144 pages
Tracks, Scats, and other Traces – A Field Guide to Australian Mammals - $29
Usborne Pocket Nature Books - $5 Very colourful. Internet-linked. Detailed descriptions, lots of pictures. Titles Trees, Fish, Birds, Flowers, Butterflies and Moths, Wild Animals.

Usborne Pocket Science Books - Internet-links $5 each How Do Animals Talk, Where does Rubbish Go?, What’s Out
in Space?, What’s Under the Sea?, What makes it Rain?, What Makes a Flower Grow?, What’s inside you?, Why is night
dark?, What’s Under the Ground?, and Science Experiments with Magnets.
Usborne Spotter’s Guides - $10 Rocks and Minerals
Visit www.abcmaps.com.au for more products

Gardening
Carrots Love Tomatoes –Louise Riotte $32 A classic companion planting guide on how to plant natural partnerships to
produce bigger and better harvests.
Handbook for Gardening & Learning (SEM) $18 Contents include gardening as relating to academic subjects and
planning a garden to harvesting produce. Spiritual lessons taught throughout and illustrated with stories and poems.
Hive Management –Richard E. Bonney $32 A seasonal guide for beekeepers. How to achieve long-term success by
understanding factors governing hives.
Soul of the Soil –J. Smillie & G. Gershuny $38 Provides essential information on soil building techniques, organic
matter management, cultivation & weed control, nutrient balances, soil testing and more.
Two Ears of Corn –Roland Bunch - $15 - A guide to people-centered effective agricultural improvements, based on tried
and true methods.

Travel
We are able to supply a wide range of traveller resources, such as camping books (eg Camps Australia Wide 5, Camping
Guides by Lewis and Savage, Bush Camping, Free Camping, Camping with Pets, Caravanning), maps, 4WD books,
Bushwalking books, and nature booklets [see Field Guides in our Outdoor section].
These can be viewed at http://www.abcmaps.com.au , and purchased through our store.

Schooling
Bible Lessons
A special resource for Family Worship, that includes daily nature segments, and related activities. This program is designed
to run for 3 years, following the same program as the 3 year Bible Felt program.
Program Booklet (Character) - $10 – This introduces the 19 Character qualities used in the Bible Lessons. Purchased just once.
Parent’s Booklet (Quarterly, for Parent’s) - $10 - Daily Bible and Nature segments – a different nature topic each quarter.
Child’s Booklet (Quarterly, for Children ages 5-14) - $10 - Daily activities, stories and poems.
Little Child’s Booklet (Quarterly, for Parents of Children ages 0-5) - $5 - A basic guide for bible lessons for younger children.

Character
How to Teach Nature in the Home Helen Frazee. $10.75 Practical instruction on teaching about God through nature.
Learning From the Book of Nature (RS) $11.70 spiritual lessons from nature.
Learning from the Lizard - $15 Devotional with 25 animal object lessons from the bible.
Our Nature Study $2.50 A blank booklet for noting God’s character in nature.
With God in My Garden -Dowsett $9 Delightful spiritual lessons from the garden.
IBLP Products

Character Sketches 3 volumes - $180

The very nature and character of God is seen all throughout His created universe. Job remarked, “But ask now the
beasts, and they shall teach thee; and the fowls of the air, and they shall tell thee: Or speak to the
earth, and it shall teach thee: and the fishes of the sea shall declare unto thee” (Job 12:7–8).
Each section of this Character Sketches volume begins with a captivating “read-aloud” nature story that introduces the
character quality being taught and continues with interesting facts on the featured animal’s characteristics and physical
features. This is followed by a story from Scripture that illustrates the character quality, along with background
information on the individual or situation in the story, which is then summed up in a “character sketch.” Generously
illustrated with stunning lifelike watercolor and pencil drawings, this oversized book (9 1/4" by 12 1/4") will be treasured
and enjoyed for generations.
The series is designed to be a tool that fathers can use to teach their children basic concepts of Scripture that are
illustrated in the world of nature. Among our best-loved publications, hundreds of thousands have enjoyed the gripping
stories and beautiful illustrations that the volumes contain.
3 Hardbound volumes, with slipcovers
Character Sketches Colouring Books, 3 at $5 each
Character Sketches Crossword Puzzles, 2 books at $8 ea
Character for Life - $36 - Hawkinson
Power for True Success - $40
Character First – www.characterfirst.com.au for details
Introduction DVD $5 each
Pocket Guide – 49 Character Traits - $2 each
Poster of the 49 Character Qualities - $25
Primary Curriculum Binder Sets 1 to 4 - $90 each
Primary Full Size Posters - Sets of 10, for Series 1 to 4 - $44 each set.
435mm x 610mm poster. Suitable for display with 5 “I will’s”. One poster for each character
quality plus an overview poster with all nine Qualities.

Charts and Maps
These charts are printed by Rose Publishing in the USA, and are all laminated.
Cost is $20 for the normal size charts, enquire for extra large.

Bible bookcase wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 1890947245 ISBN 13: 9781890947248 Product Code: 545L
The Bible Bookcase laminated chart is a Sunday school classroom favorite. The bright colorful wall chart
shows all 66 of the books of the Bible grouped and color coded into their categories, such as Gospels and
history. The Bible Bookcase is an excellent tool for helping younger students and new believers
memorize the books of the Bible. Reproducible worksheets on the back include a miniature of the chart
in English and Spanish. Churches and Christian schools have made Bible Bookcase a bestselling
resource.
The laminated wall chart size is 19" x 26”. Durable 3 mil lamination is double-sided to protect the chart
and allows for the use of water-soluble markers. Reverse side of the chart provides reproducible
worksheets to enhance and expand lessons. Lamination will not affect photocopying. Roll chart for
storage.

Armor of God wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 9901982405 ISBN 13: 9789901982400 Product Code: 524L
Armor of God wall chart LAMINATED
This well-known passage from Ephesians 6:10-18 shows the helmet of salvation, the breastplate of
righteousness, the shield of faith, and more, each with a scripture reference. Many posters of the Armor of
God show armor from the Middle Ages, not from the time of the Bible. This chart has historically accurate
Roman armor. This is important to teaching and understanding this portion of the Bible.

Holy Land: Then and Now wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 9901980496 ISBN 13: 9789901980499 Product Code: 302L
Holy Land wall chart- laminated
The Holy Land: Then and Now compares a Bible map of the Holy Land during Old Testament times sideby-side with a map of modern-day Holy Land. The clear, colorful map with large print provides a simple
way of enhancing Old Testament stories of Moses, Joshua, the 12 Tribes, Joseph, the kings of Israel.

Books of the Bible wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 9901980771 ISBN 13: 9789901980772 Product Code: 502L
Books of the Bible-wall chart- laminated
Books of the Bible has large print and bright color-coded columns to show the major parts of the Bible:
law, history, major and minor prophets, Gospels, and epistles. Reproducible worksheets on the back (two in
English; two in Spanish) include a “fill-in-the-blank” version of the chart to use for quizzes and
memorization. Size 19.5" x 26".

Middle East Then and Now wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 9901980429 ISBN 13: 9789901980420 Product Code: 301L
Middle East: Then and Now wall chart - laminated
The Middle East: Then and Now compares a Bible map of the Middle East side-by-side with a modern-day
map. The clear, colorful map with large print provides a simple way of enhancing many Old Testament
Bible stories, including Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Adam and Eve, Noah’s ark, the Tower of Babel, Daniel, and
Esther. 19.5" x 26" heavy chart paper. Reproducible worksheets on back.

Tabernacle CUTAWAY wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 1890947490 ISBN 13: 9781890947491 Product Code: 551L
Tabernacle CUTAWAY- laminated
This new Tabernacle Cutaway wall chart was created exclusively for Rose Publishing by renowned Bible
artist Stan Stein. It provides you with an inside look at the Tabernacle and all its furnishings. Also available
as a PowerPoint presentation.

Paul's Journeys wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 9901980984 ISBN 13: 9789901980987 Product Code: 304L
Paul's Journeys wall chart-laminate
Paul’s Journeys:Then and Now compares a Bible map of the lands where Paul traveled, side-by-side with a
modern-day map of those same lands. The clear, colorful map provides a simple way of enhancing many
New Testament Bible stories, including Paul’s Journeys, Barnabas, Silas, the Road to Damascus, Peter, and
the churches of Revelation. 19.5” x 26” heavy chart paper.

Christianity, Cults &Religions wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 9901981050 ISBN 13: 9789901981052 Product Code: 403L
Christianity, Cults and Religions wall chart-laminated: Compare 18 World Religions and Cults at a Glance!
New Edition!
Best-seller Christianity, Cults & Religions wall chart compares the beliefs of 18 world religions and cults at
a glance!

Where Jesus Walked wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 9901983010 ISBN 13: 9789901983018 Product Code: 305L
Where Jesus Walked- laminated
Where Jesus Walked: Then and Now compares a Bible map of the lands where Jesus walked, side-by-side
with modern-day cities and countries of the same area. Shows Bethlehem, Nazareth, Jerusalem, Jericho, the
Jordan River, and every other place Jesus walked. Great for teaching the Gospels and the book of Acts.
Size: 19.5” x 26” heavy chart paper.

KJV Ten Commandments wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 9901982030 ISBN 13: 9789901982035 Product Code: 504L
KJV The Ten Commandments wall chart-Laminated
The Ten Commandments chart (King James Version) is a 19.5" x 26" wall chart. Traditional wording.
Includes the “promise” about honoring parents that goes with the fifth commandment.

Names of God wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 1890947431 ISBN 13: 9781890947439 Product Code: 445L
The bestselling Names of God wall chart is a wonderful tool for understanding God’s character and
personal attributes. The 21 names of God, found throughout the Old Testament, will build the faith of those
you teach. Excellent for class or Bible study settings, this easy-to-understand chart lists the names of God,
their meanings, such as El Shaddai (The All-Sufficient One), Jehovah-Rapha (The Lord Who Heals), and
YHWH (I Am). Each name of God holds a special blessing or promise for those who believe in God.
The laminated wall chart size is 19" x 26”. Durable 3 mil lamination is double-sided to protect the chart
and allows for the use of water-soluble markers (such as the Vis-à-Vis™ brand). Reverse side of the chart
provides reproducible worksheets to enhance and expand lessons. Lamination will not affect photocopying.
Roll chart for storage.

Fruit of the Spirit wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 1890947806 ISBN 13: 9781890947804 Product Code: 557L
The Fruit of the Spirit wall chart-laminated
New! This fascinating wall chart and pamphlet encourage Christians to live according to the Spirit, which
allows godly traits (“the fruit”) to be part of our lives.

Genealogy of Jesus (extra large) wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 9901983304 ISBN 13: 9789901983308 Product Code: 514L
The Genealogy of Jesus Christ is an extra large laminated wall chart that traces Jesus’ complete family tree
all the way back to Adam and Eve. With more than 1000 names and 106 fascinating fact, this bestselling
chart helps teach Old Testament history in a single glance, and inspires believers by showing how the birth
of Jesus fulfilled numerous prophecies.

The Tabernacle wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 9901980925 ISBN 13: 9789901980925 Product Code: 510L
The Tabernacle: Old Testament Symbolism Points to Jesus wall chart-laminated
Whether you are teaching about Moses or the book of Hebrews, you need this chart. The Tabernacle wall
chart is a beautiful teaching aid for children and adults. Many adults study the Tabernacle for the rich Old
Testament symbolism that points to Jesus. See the parallels between the Old Testament sacrifices and
priests’ duties, and Jesus’ service as the perfect sacrifice and perfect high priest.

Life of Jesus wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 1890947180 ISBN 13: 9781890947187 Product Code: 436L
Children love this bestselling wall chart of The Life of Jesus. The laminated chart presents 25 of the major
events in Jesus’ life through colorful illustrations and Scriptures that support the image. The Life of Jesus
presents Jesus’ birth; his visit to the Temple as a child; his baptism, the calling of the disciples; the
crucifixion, resurrection, ascension, and more. The chart may be cut into strips and placed end to end to
create a pictorial time line.

How we got the Bible wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 9901982804 ISBN 13: 9789901982806 Product Code: 406L
This bestselling laminated wall chart will increase the confidence of every believer in the reliability of the
Bible. How We Got the Bible chart features a time line that covers 4,000 years of Bible translation history,
2000 BC to AD 2000. In a single glance, the chart reveals ancient documents, early translations, and the
people who gave their lives to translate and print the Bible, including William Tyndale, John Wycliffe,
King James, Erasmus, and Johann Gutenberg. The chart presents modern translations as well as those first
English-language Bibles.
The laminated wall chart size is 19" x 26". Durable 3 mil lamination is double-sided to protect the chart and
allows for the use of water-soluble markers. Reverse side of the chart provides reproducible worksheets to
enhance and expand lessons. Lamination will not affect photocopying. Roll chart for storage.

Tabernacle Paper Model - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 1596360283 ISBN 13: 9781596360280 Product Code: 574L
New! Paper Model of the Tabernacle Laminated
Here is a full-color scale model of the Tabernacle, the Holy of Holies, the Ark of the Covenant, the High
Priest, and all of the animals and furnishings. Just cut out the 60 figures. Then fold and tape or glue. Made
from heavy chart paper. Perfect for ages 8 and up. Model size: Courtyard is 23” x 13” x 3”

The Temple wall chart - LAMINATED
ISBN 10: 9901980097 ISBN 13: 9789901980093 Product Code: 515L
The Temple wall chart- laminated
Know the Temple Jesus Knew!
This is the beautiful Temple where Jesus amazed the scholars as a child, where he threw out the money
changers, where he praised the widow who gave all she had, and where the veil ripped from top to bottom.

Bible Time Line Giant 10 ft - $25
Wall chart presents major characters and events in chronological order.
http://www.rose-publishing.com/productdetails.cfm?PC=761 for detail.
Bible Overview Chart - $15
Single view time line, Old and New Testament.
http://www.heritageproducts.info/hpBOCpg1.html for detail
Bible Atlas - $8 by Dr Tim Dowley. The Bible is full of journeys. Abraham's epic journey from Ur to the
land of Canaan. The Hebrews' journey from slavery in Egypt to the Promised Land. Paul's revolutionary
series of missionary journeys.
But what was Mesopotamia? Where did Moses cross the Red Sea? Why were so many battles fought across
the length and breadth of Palestine? Where was Golgotha - the Place of the Skull? And where did Paul's
ship founder on the voyage to Rome?
All these questions - and many more - are answered in the BIBLE ATLAS in which colourful, clear
computer-generated maps provide a readily accessible backdrop to the Bible narrative.
The BIBLE ATLAS also includes a full gazetteer of Bible places for easy reference.
- Publisher.

Colouring Books
A Garden for Everyone -$3.50 – gardens of the bible and other lands, tools, fruits.
Animals Man Uses -$3.50 Bible Pictures to Colour $4.50 – Genesis to Revelation, 64pgs, companion book is Bible Stories to Read.
Birds & Insects of the Bible -$ 3.80
Boys and Girls of the Bible -$3.20
50 Favourite Birds -$8- 50 pages with informative captions.
God Gave Us -$3.40 – Dot to dot colouring book, 31 pages. Beginners.
Happy Hours With Henry - $4.50 – 50 pages, lessons, some dot to dot, some colour by number.
Happy Times with God’s Creation -$5.40 - 117 pages, coincide with “God;s Marvellous Works, Book Two”, animals
and plants plus descriptions, colours expl.
Herbs 30 clear illustrations to colour $8
Horses of the World $8
Human Anatomy$8
Jesus Colour & Read Books–$8 Set 8
Just Learning to Colour $2 – basic outline pictures of animals, each animal named in bold capitals. 32 pages
My Bible Friends – $5 – companion to the My Bible Friends story books.
Learn and Colour -$7.50 set of four – Books of the Bible, The Beatitudes, The Lord’s Prayer, The Ten Commandments.
For grades 1-3, 16 to 20 pages each.
Nature Book to Colour -$5.20 - 96 pages, animals, sea life, birds, insects, plants with informative captions.
Psalm 1-$3.40 – 28 pages illustrated to colour and memorise Psalm 1.
Revelation Symbols -$4.50 – bringing to life the symbols used in Revelation, in large pictures to colour.
Rhyme and Colour -$4.60– 64 pages pictures and poetry for A to Z and 1 to 10
The Lord God made Them All - $3.50 – 38 pages, verses of the song illustrated, some colour by number.
The Parables-$3.80 – 40 pages, scripture text at bottom of each page.
The 23rd Psalm $3.40 – 26 pages, some dot-to-dot, open letters to colour, to learn.
We Live on a Farm -$4.80 – 62 pages, farm and wild animals, machinery etc.
Wild Animals of the Bible $3.80 - 40 pages, scripture text on each page.

Colouring and Activity Books
Adventures with Books –R&S $4.50 Practice in colouring, cutting, pasting and following directions while learning
colours shapes
Bible Mazes – R&S $4 Maze Puzzles on Biblical themes, for young children.
Books of the Bible Puzzle Book - R&S $4 66 puzzles, one based on each book of the Bible. Gives practice in the use of
a concordance as the clues are filled in and the name of the book revealed For older primary age children.
Counting with Numbers - R&S $4.50 Teaches the child to identify, write and know the meaning and sequence of
numbers 1-10, and simple math related words – more, less, first, last.
Do It Carefully –R&S $4.50 Writing letters, and hearing sounds
Everywhere we go – R&S $4.50
Time for review, Pre-school activity book.
Finding the Answers R&S. $4.50
Using your thinking skills. Sequencing, rhyming.
Make a Calendar - $8 – A great way to enjoy making a calendar.
Space Puzzle Book -$6
A crossword puzzle book with interesting information and illustrations.

Felts
Alphabet Letters – $25 Pre-cut. 178 Pieces, Upper and Lower Case Letters.
Bible Stories in Felt (small) $150 Full colour, 3 year Bible story plan + manual.
Bible Stories in Felt (large) $300 See description above. Figures 12” tall.
Bible Stories File Box (Small Set) $70 One 18 x 24” box containing velour sheets on which are printed number & outline of each
figure. Same with large file box.
Bible Stories File Box (Large Set) $140 18” x 24” sheets, marked to hold felts.
Books of the Bible $33 Colour coded for easy memorization. Manual includes lessons for 2 age groups, 3-6 and 7-12.
Butterfly Felts $9 A variety of butterflies all coloured including the life cycle of the monarch.
Children of the World $24. 15 children of the world in colourful national costumes
Christian Armour Set $28 This set is designed to teach the importance of the Christian’s spiritual defense - Eph 6.
Creation Set Large, 19” circle. $39
17 moveable pieces. Ages 3-10.
Daniel and Revelation Set $23 The striking figures described in the prophetic visions of Daniel and revelation are portrayed in felt
in 9 beautiful colours. 12 Devotional talks in simple language. Image of Daniel 2 is 2.5’ tall.
Early Math Concepts -$35 A felt set with a beach setting and pictures of seals, boats, fish and more for counting, math symbols and
numbers to 10, lots more.
Ellen White Felts and File Box $85 Accompanied by a teacher’s manual with 36 stories. It covers the life of Ellen White and early
history of the church.
Ellen White Felt Set Box$20 temp special
Fruit of the Spirit $19 Virtues brought about by the Spirit of God.
Fruits & Nuts –$9 per set larger than life-size fruits and nuts. Vegetables 16 Colourful, realistic looking pieces.
Human Body Set and Lessons $45
This life size manikin was prepared under a physician’s direction to display the organs and systems of the body. 42 lessons included
for teaching health and anatomy.
My Body Temple $12 Spiritual teachers manual to go with Human Body set. Reproduced in A4 with binding comb.
Quiet Books $28 each
Quiet Book 1 Bible Favourites
Quiet Book 2 Bible Heroes
Quiet Book 3 (Farm Activity)
Quiet Book 4 (Animal Mothers)
Quiet Book 5 (Animals of the World)
Quiet Book 6 African Safari
Quiet Book 7 Farm Animals
Quiet Book 8 Life of Jesus
Solar System Earth Core $21 - 10”, 13 moveable pieces, solar and lunar eclipse.
Tabernacle Felts $28 Accurately portrays the rooms and furniture of the sanctuary in full colours.
Two Ways $28 Theme set to help children make decisions between right and wrong. The manual has 10 theme talks and a story to
illustrate each theme.
Felt Board Backgrounds/Overlays
Desert Scene Overlay Small $13 Large $26 Can be used for the children in the wilderness, and other stories.
Indoor Background - Small $16 Large $39 Used with appropriate objects from the Bible set to depict a home, prison, lion’s den
and other indoor scenes. When used with the throne Room back-ground it creates a palace, court etc .
Shoreline Overlay with Trees Small $13 Large $29. 12 trees or groups of trees, two sets of distant hills and a beach.
Throne Room Overlay. Small $13 Large $29. Includes three pillars, a platform, carpet and drapes. It is designed for use with
Indoor scene to depict a throne room, temple court etc
Water/Sky Background Small $16 Large $39. Used for all ocean scenes: combine with Shoreline set for lake, river, and bay.

English

(1) What is Language? $6.50
(2) Your Bible - The Word $7
(3) History of the Word $9
(4) Find & Understand The Word $6.50
(5) The Word Explains the Word $7
(6) Books Full of Words $7
(7) Pure Words $6.50
(8) Figurative Words $9.50
(9) Syn’ Hom’ and Antonyms $6
(10) Development of Words (Prefixes, Suffixes, Root Words) $10
(11) Review $4
(12) Nouns I:Sentences Paragraphs $22
(13) Nouns II $20

Health
(1) What is Health? $10
(2) The Body $10
(3) The Heart $10
(4) The Bladder $5
(5) The Kidneys $7
(6) Cells $7
(7) The Spleen $6
(8) The Pancreas $7
(9) The Gall Bladder $6.50
(10) The Bones $17
(11) Reproductive Organs and Review $10
(12) The Muscles $17.50
(13) The Stomach $26.

History/Geog/Proph
(1) Introduction to HGP $4
(2) The Earth $6
(3) The Seven Continents $4
(4) Africa $5
(5) Antarctica $6
(6) Asia $7.50
(7) Australia $7
(8) Europe $8
(9) South America $7.50
(10) North America (US History) $8
(11) State History Review $2
(12) When the Land Masses Changed – The Flood (I) $16.50 and (II) $14.50
(13) Re-peopling the Earth $27.

Maths
(1) What is Mathematics? $4.50
(2) A Place $9
(3) Addition I $24.50
(4) Addition II $19
(5) Subtraction I $19
(6) Subtraction II $19.50
(7) Multiplication I $23.50
(8) Multiplication II $23.50
(9) Division I $27.50
(10) Division II $29
(11) Review $2
(12) Decimals $19
(13) Fractions I $27.50

Math in Nature $10
Maths in the Kitchen $6
Math in the Garden $9
Math in the Bible $9
Math in the Woodshop $6
Geometry in the Bible $12

Music
(1)What is Music? $4
(2) How does Sound Make Music? $4,
(3) Musical & Non-musical sounds $4.50
(4) The Staff, Grand Staff and Lines $4
(5) Treble and Bass Clef $4.50
(6) The Whole Note and Rest $4.50
(7) ½, ¼, and 1/8 Notes & Rests $4.50
(8) The Dotted Half Note and Rest $4.50 (9) Review Notes and Rests $4.50
(10) Pulse and Time Signature $4.50
(11) Review $2
(12) Nature’s Music $23

Nature/Science
SonLight Curriculum
(1) What is Nature? $6.50
(2)The Universe and Galaxies $7.50
(3) Stars and Constellations $18.50
(4) Space Exploration $9.50
(5) The Solar System $13.50
(6) Moon Asteroid Meteor Comet $8
(7) Review Astronomy $4
(8) Creation–Dark, Light, Heat $20.50
(9) Air and Sound $13.50
(10) Water $17.50
(11) Oceans and Tides Review $19
(12) Clouds $16 and Rainbows $13
(13) Weather $27.50.
Pocket Field Guides, $20 each:
A Photographic Guide to Trees of Australia – by Grieg, 144 pages
A Photographic Guide to Mammals of Australia – by Strahan, 134 pages
A Photographic Guide to Birds of Australia – by Rowland, 144 pages
A Photographic Guide to Snakes and Reptiles of Australia – by Swan, 144 pages
CREATION AND SCIENCE
95 Animals of the Bible – $25 Water colour pictures illustrate bible animals and information describes them.
A Scientific Analysis of Genesis Edward Blick PhD $25 Presents scientific evidence that the earth is less than 10,000
years old, & that the theory of evolution is impossible.
Bible Plants and Animals Harry J Baerg $18 each Beautiful illustrations and detailed descriptions in alphabetical
order : Vol. 1 Bible Mammals, Vol. 2 Birds and Other Animals, Vol. 3 Plants
Set of 3 - $54
Biology – God’s Living Creation (RS) $68 Science Textbook. Very detailed text and drawings, (Yr 10)
Foot Prints & the Stones of Time C. Baugh & C. Wilson $29.95 Scientific evidences that man & dinosaurs walked the
earth together, complete with archaeological & biblical evidence.
Fossils, Frogs, Fish and Friends – $10 Home school science book, grades 4-6. Teaches about fossils and the flood
God’s Wonderful Water -$4.25 Young reader picture book
How to Teach Nature in the Home Helen Frazee. $11 Practical instruction on teaching about God through nature.
Learning About Series -$3 A number of different booklets, subjects include Insects, Vegetables, Birds, Butterflies,
Flowers, Fruits, Leaves, includes 12 stickers in each book. Learning From the Book of Nature(RS) $11.70 spiritual
lessons from nature.
Learning from the Lizard - $15 Devotional with 25 animal object lessons from the bible.
Our Nature Study $2.50 A blank booklet for noting God’s character in nature.
Panorama of Creation –Dr. Carl Baugh $18.95 Baugh addresses the pre-flood conditions of the atmosphere &
firmament.
Science and Experiments – Usborne $13 The World of the Microscope. Practical with projects and activities

Science in the Bible $17 each or $45 set 1, 2 & 3. 30 science demonstrations per book illustrate scripture truths.
Stopwatch Series $6, or $10 HB Remarkable colour photographs show the development of each subject. Each stage is
explained in simple language. Only Hamster, Dragonfly, Mushrooms, and Strawberry left, others out of print .
Tracks, Scats, and other Traces, Field Guide to Australian Mammals - $29
Usborne Pocket Nature Books -$5 Very colourful. Internet-linked. Detailed descriptions, lots of pictures. Titles - Trees,
Fish, Birds, Flowers, Butterflies and Moths, Wild Animals.
Usborne Pocket Science Books, Internet-links $5 each How Do Animals Talk, Where does Rubbish Go?, What’s Out in
Space?, What’s Under the Sea?, What makes it Rain?, What Makes a Flower Grow?, What’s inside you?, Why is night
dark?, What’s Under the Ground?, and Science Experiments with Magnets.
Usborne Spotter’s Guides: $10 Rocks and Minerals
Why Do Men Believe In Evolution? Dr. Carl Baugh $50 HB In an impressive display of evidence, the author
demonstrates the impossibility of evolution ever producing spontaneous life.
With God in My Garden -Dowsett $9 Delightful spiritual lessons from the garden.

Parent Training
TRAINING COURSE FOR HOME SCHOOLING - Ten Principles of True Education
SonLight Education offers a training course for parents involved in home schooling. This course lays the foundation for
understanding the principles of true education. It helps parents to learn how to teach academics from the Bible. An
example lesson is included, to show how Jesus taught. An informative course, regardless of the resources you are using
to home school your child. This course is made up of 10 sections, and costs $100 plus postage. Individual sections can
be purchased, enquire for more details. Contents:
1.
Character Building – The Purpose of True Education
2.
The Bible The Educator – The Textbook
3.
The Master Teacher – Aspects of Jesus’ Teaching
4.
Illustrations – Remember
5.
The Under-teacher – The Teacher, Student, the Mind
6.
Physical Culture – Mental, Physical, Spiritual
7.
Teach Truth – Books, Drama, Toys, Dress, Music
8.
Obedience & Discipline – The Character Qualities
9.
The Academics from the Bible – All Subjects
10. The Higher Course – Continuing Education
RECORDED EDUCATIONAL LECTURES AND SEMINARS
Jeanie Cook (SonLight USA)
(All cassettes below clearing at $2 each, until stock finished. Enquire for CDs.)
Home Schooling Talks – by Jeanie Cook Character Development, Birth – 6 year old, The Functions of the Brain,
Paralleling, Pagan vs. Godly Education , Compromise, Teaching Nature Grades 1-8, Writing Road to Reading Academics
from the Bible, Teaching Character from the Scriptures, The Bible the Textbook, Teaching Academics from the Bible,
Teaching Nature from the Bible, How to teach H/G/P (2 tapes), ‘Sealed’ Discipline and obedience, Teaching Math from
the Bible, Teaching Health from the Bible (2 tapes), Teaching Language from the Bible (SL) Grade 2-8 Nouns – A
Practical Lesson
Dressing for the King. Jeanie Cook $10..
Hohnberger, Jim and Sally - see "Other Ministries" under General menu.
Waters, Tom and Elaine - see "Other Ministries" under General menu
Books by MOORE, DRs RAYMOND & DOROTHY
Better Late than Early -$18 A wealth of evidence from a wide variety of sources to indicate that early schooling
introduces a host of undesirable experiences.
Home Built Discipline -$21.50 This book will help you develop the gifts and skills of love, firmness and a consistency to
give your child a balanced, stable foundation from which to grow.
Home Grown Kids - $18 A practical book for teaching your children at home.
Home Made Health - $21.50 A family guide to nutrition, exercise, stress and preventative medicine.
Home Spun Schools -$14.50 This book explains teaching children at home, using actual case histories.
Home Style Teaching - $18 A handbook for parents and teachers in teaching children at home.
Minding your own Business -$21.50 A common sense guide to Home Management and Industry.
School Can Wait -$26 Well researched book on school readiness.
Successful Home School Family Handbook $21.50 Good summary of the various homeschooling styles, with family
examples.
Teachers College Record and What Educators Should Know About Home Schools – leaflets with the facts! $2 each
Carol Torres

Teaching Music to Children. $16 Making proper music choices – by Carol Torres. Set of four tapes.

Phonics/Spelling
Light Education Ministries (LEM) Phonics Program
LEM Phonics Manual inc CD $45
Word List Book K $21
Word List Book 1 $29
Word List Book 2 $30
Word List Book 3 $40
LEM Phonics Cards $26
LEM Phonics CD $10
Wkbk 1 Single Phonograms, $9
Wkbk 2 Multiple Phonograms, $9
Wkbk 3 Reading w Phonograms $9
Wkbk 4 Reading On $9
Wkbk 5 Base Words, Endings 1 $6
Wkbk 6 Base Words, Endings 2 $9
Wkbk 7 Successive Seventeen $9
Wkbk 8 Spelling and Grammar, $9
Wkbk 9 Spelling & vocab exerc. $19
Spaulding Phonics
The Writing Road to Reading $30- book by Romalda Spalding
Phonics flash Cards (large) $22
Writing Road to Reading Instruction Sheets $10 (SonLight)
Teaching Writing Reading and Spelling (SonLight) $3
Spelling from the Scriptures - (SonLight). $10. A study on Noah’s family and the Flood incorporating spelling basics,
hard words, spelling rules, games, exercises and spelling lists from the Bible.

Preschool Program
BEST STORIES FROM THE BEST BOOK 33 lesson Pre-School Program
Instructions - $6 Shows how to use the program, lists materials needed, and includes the song sheets.
Schedule - $6 Memory verses, Bible Verses, questions, activities
Booklets 1 to 6 - $15 each Each of the 6 booklets has 5 or 6 lessons.
Best Stories from the Best Book J E. White $15 The story of salvation - from Eden, through to heaven.
Phonogram Cards
$22
Music Flash Cards (Buy from a Music Store)
1-10 Flash cards
$2
Jesus Stickers
$5
Angel Stickers
$5
Guidelines for Preschool Maths $1
Flowers of Promise (Colour Book and Story) EGW Vision Book $2
Nature Booklet
$1
Psalm 23 for Children
$3
The Mind and the 8 Laws of Health $4
Ten Commandments for Parents and Children $6
The Two Banners – EGW Vision Book
$2
Tithe, Offering and Time
$2
Travels of the Advent People - EGW Vision Book $2
Best Verses from the Best Book - Songbook
$2
Best Verses from the Best Book - CD
$10

Readers
ABC Book of God’s Creatures-Rod & Staff $5 1 page per letter, an alphabet reader.
Bible Count from 1 to 10.-Rod & Staff $3 Bible theme for each number, plus picture.
Daniel in the Lion’s Den –Rod & Staff $3
Early Readers – Bradshaw Level 1 Book 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Level 2 Book 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Level 3 Book 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
First Grade Reader (SEM) $6 Genesis Chapters 1-8 extra giant print, plus lots of related activities.

Gospel Primer, The - J Edson White $10.50 each - Graded gospel readers 1,2&3.
Gospel Reader, The - J Edson White. $11 - The Great Controversy for Children. Overview from creation to the life of
Jesus, the Apostles, the Reformation, and the earth made new.
My Bible Friends – Etta B Degering - $100 – 5 books, with 20 stories
Now Read This - J Frost $15 Teaching reading technique for the most un-teachable child.
True Education Readers. Subject matter drawn entirely from the true and beautiful in life, nature and in revelation.
From Grade 1 to advanced reading.
True Education Reader 1
$13
True Education Reader 2
$9
True Education Reader 3a $16
True Education Reader 3b $16
True Education Reader 4 $19
True Education Reader 5 $13
True Education Reader 6 $13
True Education Reader 7 $13

Sonlight Curiculum
SonLight School Curriculum
The SonLight curriculum is written and maintained by SonLight Education Ministry, USA. Their website at
SonLighteducation.com provides details of their educational philosophy, which centres around the way Christ educated
His disciples, while on earth. This presents us with a method quite different from the popular educational systems of
today, but can save children from an endless round of bookwork, with inadequate practical experiences.
"And you shall teach them diligently to your children, and shall talk of them when you sit in your house, and when
you walk by the way, and when you lie down, and when you rise up." Deut 6:7
"For many years we have studied from the Bible and other religious sources how to implement this kind of education into
our SonLight homeschooling curriculum. We are endeavoring to follow this counsel and teach others what God's Word
tells us about true Christian education." SEM, USA.
Details of the curriculum contents are found under our "School" menu, under Parent Training, and the seven SonLight
subject areas of Maths, Language, Voice, Music, History/Geography/Prophecy, Nature and Health.

Many of the SonLight materials are now available free in PDF format.

Stickers/Stensils
35 -65 stickers per book. $5 each
Birds and Butterflies, Birth of Jesus Miniatures, Child Activity, Children’s Faces Miniatures, Children in Action, Colours
from God, Floral, Fruit, Good Shepherd, God’s World, Jesus Miniatures, Life of Christ, Sea Creature, Sheep, Sheep
Miniatures, The Christ, Fragrant Flowers (scented - $5.50).
Fun with Little Stencils Books: (1) Flowers, (2) Shapes, (3) Sea-Life
$4 each

Teaching Aids
Sturdy, simple, aids for teaching “the basics”.
These teaching aids have been designed for classroom use, and are good quality for lasting use.
Dial-a-word. -$55 Build hundreds of words by simply turning the dials of consonants and vowels. Wooden discs are
laminated for easy cleaning.
Teacher’s Clock. $75 A unique device which, by changing the “faces”, assists in teaching children to tell the time on
ordinary, digital and 24 hour clocks, and also includes Roman numerals.
Kiddy-fone. $25 Ideal communication aid for younger children. It can also be used in science lessons to demonstrate
how sound travels through a confined space.
Table Wheel. $75 A simple device for drilling tables, using five random series of numbers. Making tables automatic is
the goal. It may also be used for practice in fast addition. Answer cards are included.

Voice
(1) What is the Voice? $2
(2) Care of the Voice $2
(3) Voice Culture $2
(4) The Principle of Breathing $2

(5) Muscles and Breathing $2
(6) The Vocal Cords $2
(7) Correct Bodily Alignment $3
(8) Res/Chamber&Resonance $4
(9) Growing Voice $2
(10) Voice in Communication $4
(11) Review $1
(12) The Speaker We Hear $9

Spirit Of Prophecy
Books
Most hard cover titles around $25, softcover from $3 cheapies to $15 good quality
Acts Of the Apostles (1911)
Christ's Object Lessons (1900)
Christian Experience & Teachings
Counsels to Parents Teachers & Students (1913)
Desire of Ages (1898)
Early Writings (1882)
Education (1903)
Gospel Workers (1915)
Great Controversy (1884, 1888, 1911)
Life Sketches of E.G.W (1915)
Ministry of Healing (1905)
Patriarchs and Prophets (1890)
Prophets and Kings (1917)
Sketches from the Life of Paul (1883)
Spirit of Prophecy Volumes 1 (1870), 2 (1877) and 3 (1878)
Spiritual Gifts Volumes 1,2 , 3, and 4 (written between 1858 and 1864)
Steps to Christ (1892)
Testimonies to the Church (1885 to 1909)
Thoughts from the Mount of Blessing (1896)

Compilations
Most hard cover titles around $25, softcover from $3 cheapies to $15 quality
1888 Materials
Adventist Home, The
A Word to the Little Flock
A Call to Medical Evangelism (1950)
An Appeal to Mothers $4 (SC)
An Appeal to Youth $8 (SC)
Child Guidance
Christian Service
Colporteur Ministry
Conflict and Courage
Counsels on Diet and Foods
Counsels on Health
Counsels on Sabbath School Work
Counsels on Stewardship
Counsels to Writers & Editors

Country Living
Daniel and the Revelation - An Exhaustive E. G. White Commentary $120
Evangelism
Faith and Works
Fundamentals of Christian Education
Fundamental Principles of Health Reform
Last Day Events
Letters to Young Lovers
Living the Life of the Life Giver
Living the Life of Enoch
Medical Ministry
Messages to Young People
Mind, Character and Personality 1
Mind, Character and Personality 2
Recreation
Retirement Years
Sanctified Life, The
SDA Bible Commentary Vol 7A
Selected Messages 1, 2 and 3
Southern Work, The
Story of Redemption
Temperance
Testimonies to Ministers
Truth About Angels
Welfare Ministry

Devotionals
365 Daily readings for family or personal worship time, in each of the devotional titles listed below:
Conflict and Courage
Faith I Live By
In Heavenly Places
Maranatha
My Life Today
Reflecting Christ
Sons and Daughters of God
That I May Know Him
This Day With God
Upward Look
Ye Shall Receive Power
$29 per book, hardcover.

On CD
EGW audio books can be downloaded off the internet for free ... but ... beware of poor quality readings.
Christ’s Object Lessons. -$48
Steps to Christ. - $12
The Desire of Ages. - $65
Triumphant Living. - $48 (Steps to Christ, Thoughts from the Mount of Blessing, Sanctified Life).
Triumph of God’s Love. - $95 (The Great Controversy. 1911 Edition.)
Spirit of Prophecy Set. $48 ea
Vol. 1 – Old Testament Times 1870 Ed. Fall of Satan to the Ark of God.
Vol. 2 - Life, Teachings & Miracles of Our Lord Jesus Christ. 1877 Ed. First Advent of Christ-Riding into Jerusalem
Vol. 3 - The Death, Persecution and Ascension of Our Lord Jesus Christ 1878 Ed. Weeping over Jerusalem to
Opposition at Thessalonica.

Vol. 4 - The Great Controversy between Christ and His Angels and Satan and His Angels. 1844 Ed. Destruction of
Jerusalem to the Controversy Ended. 8 Tapes.
Computer Resources
Ellen G White Writings Comprehensive Research Edition CD 2010 $30. See page 15 for details.
E.G.White BOOK STUDY GUIDES
Acts of the Apostles - Student Study Guide Parts 1 & 2 $12 each
Acts of the Apostles - Teacher Study Guide Parts 1 & 2 $12 each
Desire of Ages - Student Study Guide Parts 1 &2 $15 each
Desire of Ages -Teacher Study Guide Parts 1 & 2 $15 each
Great Controversy - Student Study Guide Parts 1 & 2 $12 each
Great Controversy - Teacher Study Guide Parts 1 & 2 $15 each
Messages to Young People - A Study Guide. E J Dold. .$15 Includes short stories, graphics etc.
Ministry of Healing - Student Study Guide $12
Patriarchs & Prophets - Student Study Guide Parts 1 & 2 $12 each
Patriarchs & Prophets - Teacher Study Guide Parts 1 & 2 $15 each
Prophets & Kings - Student Study Guide Parts 1 & 2 $10 each
Prophets & Kings - Teacher Study Guide Parts 1 & 2 $10 each

Vision Booklets
EGW VISION BOOKLETS
(Illustrated booklets of special EGW visions)
Flowers of Promise - $4 Giant print, pictures to colour.
The Two Banners -$4 Giant print.
Travelling the Narrow Way -$4 The story of the travelers on the narrow way.
Travels of the Advent People-$4 The Vision of the Second Coming, Heaven and the New Earth. Giant Print.

